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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, October 24, 1968

'Seen&Heard SP4 Roger L Childress Is
Awarded Medals For Valor
Around
Murray

SP4 Roger L. Childress, discharged from the Army :on
October 18, and his wife, SharWe borrow the following from on Calson Childress, arrived
the Fulton newspaper about a home October 21 from Tacoma,
fellow who quoted scripture Washington.
The soldier served with the
every time he made a sale.
His first customer one day 25th Infantry Division in Vietwas a woman who bought a loaf nam for twelve months arrivof..bre.sd. "Man does not live by ing in the United States April
bread alone," he quoted as he 14, 1968, after receiving painful injuries March 24, 1968. He
rang up the sale.
Next was a child buying can- has been stationed at Fort Lewdy. "You must have the faith of is Military Base in Tacoma,
a child to enter the kingdom," Washington, since May 6, 1968.
SP4 Childress was awarded
quoted the storekeeper.
The third customer was a the Bronze Star Medal with a
tourist seeking a horseblanket. V for valor for heroism in conThe storekeeper brought out a ' nection with military operatpile and said the price was five ions against a hostile force.
Childress distinguished himdollars. The customer protested
that he wanted a better quality self by heroic actions on March
blanket, and so the clerk drew 24, 1968, while serving with
rt• one out of the middle of the Co. B. 2nd Bn., 14th Infantry,
stack and put a ten dollar price 25th Infantry Division, in the
on it. Still not good enough, Republic of Vietnam, according
said the customer, I want a to the citation.
"While moving toward a
really fine one. So the man
slipped one off the bottom of small village the company came
the pile, proclaimed its his best, under heavy automatic and
and said it sold for twenty-five small arms fire, and the lead
dollars. And the sale was made. element was unable to manAs the customer left t h e euver
store, the storekeeper pocketed "SP4 Childress immediately
a his twenty-five dollars and said, moved forward while exposing
"He was a stranger, and I took himself to the deadly enemy
him in."
Reminds us of the old fellow
on Matt Dillon the other night
who approvingly smiled as his
son cut up a stolen beef. With
Bible in hand he said "The
Lord helps them who help themselves"

•
ree injure
In Accident
Wednesday

Also reminds us of some of the
demonstrators today who are
protesting for their "rights" oy
Three persons were injured
infringing on the liberty of in a two car collision on U.S.
other people.
Highway South, four miles
south of Murray Wednesday aNew sawmill in the county lo- bout 2:45 p.m., according to
cated across the bottom on the Kente"t;y State Trooper iris
East Highway in the Dan Boaz Crawford.
gravel pit. We think the ownRonald Hartsell, 1634 Bast
er, Ira Scates, bought much of Holmes Road, Memphis, Tenn,
the old Sykes Sawmill equip- Judith Howard, 1199 Linden,
ment. Anyway we still have a Memphis, Tenn., and
Dan
sawmill which is important to Moore Hale of Murray Route
many, many people.
Three were reported injured.
Officials at the Murray-CalloThe only thing to mar this time way County Hospital said Hale
of year is the cold fact that received lacerations to the chin
must pay our taxes.
and an injury to the right knee.
He was admitted to the hospiFor some reason the beauty of tal and is reported in satisleaves, the change in the air, factory condition this morning.
the difference in the pace, and
Miss Howard was x-rayed and
the ushering in of a new sea- released as well as Hartsell
son does not change this fact. who complained of pain in the
left side and a bump on the
head, accordink.to the hospital authorities.
Crawford said Hartsell, driving a 1967 Chevrolet sedan, was
going north on U.S. Highway
641 south making a left turn
when his car was struck in the
irear by the 1962 Pontiac sedan
driven by Hale. The Pontiac
skidded 152 feet before striking the Hartsell car in the
The Murray High Tigers, af- rear, according to the state
ter winning a great victory over trooper.
Tilghman last week, will run
Hale was arrested for drivinto some more rugged com- ing while intoxicated and is
petition at Hopkinsville Friday now in the Calloway County
night.
jail, according to Trooper
With only one regular, Dana Crawford and County Judge
Gish, sidelined last week an Hall McCuiston.
(Continued on Back Page)

Tigers To
Battle With
Hopkinsville

lb

fire and set up his M-60 machine gun. He then began to
suppress the enemy fire, but
was hit by a R. P. Rrocket.
his painful
"Disregarding
wounds, he continued to fire,
allowing his wounded comrades
to be evacuated. SP4 Childress
was also awarded two Purple
Heart medals for wounds re(Continued on Back Pape)

Azots Church
Is Closed In
LBL Area
J. D. (Peppy) Dill of Hazel
has reported to the Ledger &
Times that the proceeds from
the sale of another church,
Azots Church of Christ. in the
Land Between the Lakes, have
been donated to other churches
in the area
--The Azots present church
ouilding, located on Birds
Creek in Stewart County, Tenn.,
was built in 1921 on land donated by the late Mr. and Mrs.
A. G. Dill, parents of "Pappy"
Dill.
When Kentucky Lake was
formed the TVA obtained property up to the church and
therefore the church failed to
grow as the people moved out
of the area.
About a year ago the TVA
:-.cquired the church property
for the LBL National Park and
paid the church some over
$3000 for the land and the
building.
Trustees of the church when
It was built were "Pappy" Dill,
C C. Parker, and Jim pailey.
Raymond Riley and Verna
Brigham were trustees of the
church later named.
Recently Dill said he and
the last two trustees met for
the final business meeting of
the church being closed after
64 years as serving the area
and divided the money from
the sale three ways.
Dill, who worships at the
Green Plain Church of Christ
in Calloway County, donated
his s to the Dover Church of
Christ.
Bailey gave his part to the
Briensburg Church of Christ
in Marshall County, and Brigham donated his to the Taylor's Chapel Church of Christ
in Stewart County, Tenn.
Mr. Dill who is 90 years of
age said the final business
meeting of the Azots Church
closed with a prayer ending
the finale of another church in
the Land Between the Lakes.

TO RIDE SUNDAY
The Wranglers Riding Club
will ride Sunday afternoon
starting at two o'clock. Members are asked to note the
change of riding time from Friday night to Sunday afternoon.

Nolan Atkins Is
Hospital Patient
Nolan Atkins of Murray is a
patient at the Vanderbilt University
Hospital,
Nashville,
Tenn.
His address for those who
*
would like to send him cards
and letters is Nolan Atkins,
Vanderbilt University Hospital,
21st Avenue South and Garland, Room D 5212A, Nashville,
Tenn.

from Murray are among the
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The more than 16,100 students enSecret Service has seized Dick rolled for fall semester classes
Gregory-for-president campaign at Memphis State University.
pamphlets on grounds they look Officials are expecting some
too much like dollar bills, it 30.000 by 1980.
Dedication ceremonies for
was disclosed today.
A Secret Service spokesman two residence halls, four classsaid the action followed com- room buildings and a En milplaints from Nashville, Tenn., lion library addition are schedand New York that the dollar- uled during Homecoming festisized campaign literature was vities October 26. Gov. Buford
confusing and has shown up in Ellington, one of the honorees,
will speak.
money-changing machines.
Gregory, running for presiDaring the last academic
dent as a candidate of the year, Memphis State acquired
Peace and Freedom Party, com- more than 750 acres for additmented that more than a mil- ional classroom, housing, conlion of the "pamphlets" were ference and biological field
In circulation and "I expect study projects.
Another asset to the rapidly
each one of them to be negotiated as a vote on election day" expanding educational complex
In a statement issued here, is the recent relocation of Memthe Negro comedian said there phis' Front St. Theatre to the
was no question in his mind but University's Fine Arts Center.
that the literature "has bete Memphis State thus becomes
seized because it is definitely one of only several colleges and
dangerous "to the major poli- universities in the country
tical "machines."
which maintains a professional
The Gregory "pamphlet" is theater-in-residence,
the shape and color of a dollar
Among the students from
bill and has Gregory's picture Murray are James Iven Armin place of George Washing- bruster. Robert P. Duval, Roton's. It proclaims to be one setta Lee Robertson and Doris
vote which cannot be bought, Sue 'Stewart Yarbro.
sold or traded, and on one side
are the words: "Your vote is
legal, sacred and private."
On the reverse side it says:
"The Independents of America.
In God We Hope, One Man,
One Vote."
Shown in the circle where a
pyramid appears on a dollar
Fifteen persons were chargbill are the scales of justice
ed. entered pleas of guilty, and
fined in the City Court of City
Judge William H. (Jake) Dunn
this week. Records show the
following occurred:
II. M. Brown, driving white
•mtoxicated, amended to reek
less driving, fined $100.00 costs
$450.

Record Crowd Expected For
Homecoming Here Saturday

An undefeated football team, live in the Miss Universe coma record enrollment and a petition.
Scheduled for 11 am. to
beautiful Indian summer are
expected to draw the biggest 12:30 p.m. in the ballroom of
crowd in Murray State Univer- the Waterfield Student Union
sity history to the campus Sat- Building, the alumni smoripsurday for Homecoming Day.
(Continued on Back Page)
Besides the football game between the Racers and the East
Tennessee University Buccaneers, a full slate of activities,
including the traditional parade, the alumni smorgasbord,
and an assortment of breakfasts, coffees, brunches, lunches, dinners and dances are being planned by campus organCoach Bill Furgerson
izations.
"Things have fallen into
The Murray Police Departplace beautifully for Homewreck recoming," said M. 0. Wrather, ment filed its 40th
the city of
executive vice president of the port for October in
at 3:20 p.m.
university and former secretary Murray yesterday
reported in
of the Alumni Association. "We No injuries were
other colcollision.
Two
this
the
be
one
of
feel that it will
finest and biggest ever at Mur- lisions were investigated Wedray State - with more than nesday, but no reports were
filed by the police.
10.000 on hand."
The first meeting of the new
Police said Phillip W. Tate of
The Homecoming Queen, to
year for the Murray Thorobred
Union City, Tenn.. driving an
Club will be held tonight at
International Harvester "semi"
6:00 o'clock in the Student Unowned by Brundige and Fowion Building. All members and
ler Company, Martin, Tenn.,
all those who wish to become
was going south on 5th Street.
members: are urged to be on
Tate reported to the police
hand for this first meeting.
that he misjudged the distance
The Murray State University between his truck and the 1967
John Gregory, president of
the booster organization, asks Homecoming Parade will start Mustang two door hardtop that
that all members be present. at 9:30 a.m. Saturday, October was parked facing west on 5th
Dinner meetings are held by 26, 1968. It is requested that Street, and the truck hit the
the group with talks and films persons do not park on Main car, according to the police reof Murray State sports being Street between 15th and 7th port.
Streets, on 15th Street between
presented.
The Mustang is owned by
Bob Bazzell is first vice-pre- Main and the Fine Arts Build- Margaret Muttler and driven by
ing,
and
on
Olive
Street
besident with Ray Roberts second
Louis Patrick Muttler of Clarksvice-president. Don Henry is tween North 4th Street and ton, Mich.
13th
Street,
between
the
hours
third
vice-president. Jimmy
Damage to the Mustang was
Boone, secretary and James of 8:30 a.m. and 11:00 a.m.
on the front bumper, left rear
The parade will assemble on fender, and rear bumper. No
Rogers, treasurer.
Gregory said that with the 15th Street, proceed down damage was reported to the
great start for the football', Main Street and circle the Court semi.
cross
country and soccer teams Square, returning to the campIn the 40 accidents this
Wyatt
of
Symsonia
.1%. C.
W. L Merrell, illegal posses- getting this fall, "this should us by North 4th Street and month. 17 persons have been
--One, formerly of Cal*
finbeverages,
Olive
Boulevard.
-sloe of alcoholic
be a banner year for sports at
reported injured with two perway County. succumbed Weded $15.00 costs $4.50.
Murray State". Tonight Coach
sons, Charles W. Lamb and J.
nesday at 2:45 a.m at the Bel
R. L. Mitchell, disregarding Bill Furgurson will speak and
G. Luton, having serious inton Municipal Hospital.
stop sign, fined $10.00 costs show films of recent games.
juries, according to the police
The deceased was 81 years
$4.50.
Several special activities are
reports.
of age and a member of the
J. W. Wilson. public drun- being planned this year by the
Hardin Baptist Church.
kenness. fined $15.00 costs club
Survivors are four daughters,
Bill Moffett, president of the
$4.50.
The Murray State grid team
Mrs. Opal Norton of Detroit, S. C Beckner. unnecessary
Murray Shrine Club, has anis
undefeated
thus
far
this
Mich., Mrs. Martha Henson of noise. fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
year and meets a tough foe nounced that the Shriners will
Evansville. Ind.. Mrs. Pearl BolS. K. Holland. reckless driv- this Saturday at the homecom- participate in the Murray State
ton and Mrs. Ruby Mintef of ing, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
University Homecoming Parade
Symsonia Route One: four sons, R. N Pfanstiel. driving white ing festivities.
on Saturday morning.
Gregory
said
that
he
hoped
Novice and Fulton Wyatt of intoxicated, amended to reckCharles Lane of Paducah is
Six members of the Rernah
Symsonia Route One, Claude less driving, fined $100.00 costs for a full turnout to show Coach Motor Escort Patrol from Hopk. now in the Calloway County
Bill Furgerson "that local supWyatt of Detroit, Mich., and .50.
jail awaiting a warrant for a
porters appreciate the fine ef- insville will be in the paraae
Jewel Wyatt of Rantoul, Ill.
as well as Shrine clowns and A charge of hit and run in an acforts
of
the
Murray
State
footAlso surviving are two siscident yesterday morning on
float,
M. D. Stanley, no cab card in ball team."
ters, Mrs. Birdie Simmons and
Highway 94 East, according to
Cars
for
will
be
furnished
costs $4.50.
Time of the meeting tonight
Mrs. Priscilla Hudspeth, both unit. fined $19.50
office of Sheriff Fannie
the
are
the
Shriners.
All
Shriners
L. E. Shuffett, reckless driv- is 6:00 p.m. at the Student Unof Kirksey Route One; two broStubblefield. Lane was picked
asked
stadium
to
meet
at
the
$4.50
ion Building.
thers, A. B. and Arthur Wyatt, ing, fined $15.00 costs
parking lot at 8:30 Saturday up by police on an old cold
L. G. Robinson. no cab card
both of Kirksey Route One; 17
checking warrant.
morning.
costs
$4.50.
fined
$19.50
in
unit.
grandchildren: 13 great grandChief Deputy Sheriff Curt
Gordon,
reckless
drivDavid
children
Willoughby said Lane and a
costs
$4.50.
$15.043
ing,
fined
Funeral services will be held
woman companion were picked
J. E. Miller, drinking beer in
be chosen by members of the up at the home of Lane's faFriday at one p.m at the Linn
football squad, will be crowned ther near Friendship Church
Funeral Home Chapel. Benton, public, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
H. T. Allen. reckless driving,
with Rev_ Jack Doom officiatdisposed
were
cases
in ceremonies at 1:30 pm. pri- yesterday about 11 a.m.
Several
fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
ing.
Lane told the deputy sheriff
of in the Calloway County or to the 2 p m kickoff at CarK.
P
Woods,
drinking
alcoInterment will be in the
that he had borrowed the 1955
Court of Judge Hall McCuiston lisle Cutchin Stadium.
public,
finholic
beverages
in
Wyatt Cemetery near BackersUnbeaten in five games. the Buick from"Harry Floyd of Pathis past week. Records revealburg in Calloway County with ed $15.00 costs $4.50.
occurred:
are 3-0 in Ohio Valley ducah that he abandoned after
following
Racers
the
ed
Tommy Manis, disregarding
the arrangements by the Linn
competition and colliding with a 1965 Chevrolet
Wells
1709
Conference
Wuest,
L.
Ronald
Funeral Home, Benton, where stop sign, fined $10.00 costs Extended,
best half-sea- pickup truck driven by Gayfined
the
speeding.
posted
have
$4.50.
!riends may call.
$10.00 costs $18.00; State Po- son record in many years at Ion B. Bailey on Highway 04
Murray State. After an open- East, according to Willoughby.
lice.
Larry R. Sullivan, Hickory, ing game deadlock with the The accident occurred = as
speeding, fined $10.00 costs University of Tennessee at Lane attempted to pass the BaiMartin. the Racers have reeled ley truck going west Willough$18.00; State Police.
Joe Pat Thweatt, Almo, speed- off four consecutive victories. by said the truck was damaged
Using "Victory Starts with extensively on the left side and
ing, fined $10.00 costs $18.00;
Sparks" as the homecoming the car on the right side.
State Police.
Willoughby said the car was
Frederick R. Swann, 709 Elm, theme. all the events of the day
speeding, fined $10.00 costs will honor Dr. Harry M Sparks, left in the yard of Mrs. Harrell
who was inaugurated Monday after it had hit a tree. Lane
State Police.
The honor roll for the first One hundred fourteen students $18.00.
Route
Davison,
the fifth president in the and his companion reportedly
as
Carlton
Emory
six weeks period at Murray achieved the 2.50 to 3.0 standabandoned the car, walked a45-year history'.
Tenn.,
school's
Huntingdon,
Three,
High School has been announ- ing necessary to receive this
Homecoming parade will cross the fields before being
costs
$10.00
The
fined
speeding,
ced by Principal Eli Alexander. academic honor.
leave from the campus at 930 picked up by a passerby and
$18.00; State Police.
Seniors
Arnie Johnson, Cairo, 111., a.m., proceed down Main Street. taken to the home of Lane's
John Belote 3.0, David Bucksquare and re- father.
ingham 2.80. Steve Compton 3.0, cold checking, amended to go around the
It will feaOlivia Cook 2.75, Liz Dodson breach of peace, fined $100.00 turn to the campus
bands, 11
school
high
$275.00;
restitution
ture
10
costs
$20.00,
2.80, Glenda Doran 2.50, Lesthe board
and
Sparks
Dr
floats,
Sheriff.
Traffic on :U.S. Highway 641 lie Humphrey 3.0. Donna Jones
Gary L. Hill. Route One, Har- of regents, queen candidates
South about one mile south of 2.59, Debbie Jones 2.75, Kathy
fined $1000 costs and last year's Homecoming
Murray was blocked for about Lock hart 2.60, Debbie Mabry din, speeding,
Queen. Kay Pinkley of Murray,
$18.00, State Police.
twenty minutes last night about
speed- the Miss Kentucky represents'
Almo.
Duncan,
Carl
The
Boots and
(Continued
on
Slippers
tow
Back
Page)
being
car
was
8:50 while a
ing, fined $10.00 costs $18.00;
Square Dance Club will have
ed away, according to Kentucky
State Police.
a dance on Saturday. October
State Trooper Iris Crawford.
Herman L. 011er, Jr., Route
26, starting at eight p. m at
George William -Bock, Jr.,
Three, Murray, speeding, finthe American Legion building
912 North 24th Street, Paducah,
at Maple and South 6th Streets.
ed $10.00 costs $18.00; State Dear Editor.
age 17, driving a 1963 Ford
After reading your October
Police.
Bill Dunn will be the caller.
sedan, was attempting to turn
21, "Letter to the Editor" I All square dancers and specaround when he backed out,
ever what tators are invited to attend.
more
than
wonder
onto, and across the highway.
some people want for America.
Trooper Crawford said as he
Time and time again I've
backed he went down a 15 foot
heard people say that a vote
embankment and his car overBro. Max Bailey of Murray for George Wallace is a vote
turned on its top
Will deliver the doctrinal mes- for America. I am an AmeriBock was reported not inPlans are underway For the sage at the 65th annual session can Negro, and I'm sure George
jured, hut the traffic was
of Murray to join over of the Stewart County Baptist Wallace does not include me or
children
bewas
The Alpha Department of the
the.car
blocked while
3.5 million other American Association to be held tonight any other Negro in his plans Murray Woman's Club has postink removed.
boys and girls in celebrating (Thursday) at 7:45 p. m. at the for a better America.
poned its luncheon meeting
I have seen signs that say scheduled for
National UNICEF Day, pro- Big Rock Baptist Church in SteSaturday. Octo"Keep
America
Beautiful"
vote
ONE CITED
claimed for Octobei 31st.
wart County, Tenn.
ber 26, at noon.
Murfor
George
Wallace.
I
heard
of
auspices
.Under the
Bailey who resides with his
Mrs G. B. Scott, department
One person was cited by the ray-Calloway County Church family on the Lynn Grove Road George Wallaces idea of keep- chairman, said the
luncheon
on
Department
Murray Police
Women United, UNICEF Trick is pastor of the Walnut Grove ing America beautiful when he has been scheduled for .
aiturWednesday. This was for driv- or Treaters will dress up in Baptisl\Church- in Stewart Co- was Governor of Alabama - day, November 2, at
the club
ing on a revoked license.
unty.
(Continued on Back Page)
house.
(Continued on Back Pagel

40th Wreck
Of Month
Occurs Here

Thorobred
Club Meeting
Set Tonight

Homecoming Parade
Route Announced

Fifteen Persons
Fined In Court
Of Judge Dunn

T.C. Wyatt
Passes Away

Murray Shriners To
March In Parade

Charles Lane Is
Aporehended After
Vehicle Accident

Persons Fined In
Calloway Court Of
Judge McCuiston

Murray High School Honor
Roll Released By Principal

Square Dance Will
Be Held Saturday

Letter To Editor

Children To
Collect For
UNICEF

Ualtod Pros* Inter•ellosal
IMMIMIMMIIIM=1.1.01101.1111.1

by United Press International
Partly' cloudy to cloudy with
chance of showers east today,
high 50s west to low 60s east.
Mostly fair tonight and Friday
with' frost warning tonight. Low
tonight mostly in the 30s High
Friday about 60

•••111

Gregory 'Pamphlets'Four From County
Seized Wednesday; At Memphis State
Look Like Dollars
MEMPHIS - Four students

Vol. LXXX1X No. 253

Traffic Blocked
On US 641 South

, WEATHER REPORT

Kentucky Lake, 7 a m. 354.5,
down 0-1.
Below dam 302.0, up 0.3.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.5, no
'change
Below dam 301 1, up 0.4.
Sunrise 7 13; sunset 6:09.
Moon sees 7.51 p m.

_l_CP Per Copy

Kappa Candy - Mrs. Bill Fartdrich, Mrs. Howard Brand
on, and Mn. Richard Knight show the candy that the Kappa
Departm•nt of the Murray Woman's Club is soiling to raise
funds for their projects. Members of the department will
call on citizens here selling the cans of peanut brittle am,
the funds will be used in their project et the Murray Moe
vital on the proposed pediatric ward

Bro. Max Bailey
To Preach Tonight

Alpha Department
Postpones Meeting

V

Or*

•
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TELEVISION SCHEDULE

by United Press International
Today is Thursday, Oct. 24.
WLAC-TV
WSIX-TV
the 208th day of 1988 with SI
Meisel 4
Channel S
Channel 8
to follow.
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News
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the heights of college basket- , President Lincoln in WashingI *
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The spirit among the players
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Mr and Mrs Jesse Wilburn
'The weather is beautiful and we want to enjoy It, The Bulldogs are looking quite
12
impressive in early practice ses- Mathis of Farmington Route
swim and sunbathe "
sions. "Everyone on the squad One will celebrate their 60th
seems to feel the challenge, and wedding anniversary on SunMEXICO CITY - An official of the Mexican Organ- are eager to meet that chal- day. November 3.
izing Committee, commenting on a report that college lenge." said assistant coach
Mrs. Mathis is the daughter
students had stolen the true Olmpic flame and substitut- Donnie Lane. "I think this club of the late Riley Oscar Black
will be the finest in the history
ed a false one
and Catherine Guthrie Black of
of the school."
VATICAN CITY (UPI) Farmington. Mr. Mathis is the
"It's just another ridiculous prank by college stuDan Rudesill, VSAC MVP last
1
Vatican officials reacted with
dents."
year, is looking to have his best son of the late James Morris
disbelief
I
today
Cardinal
Mathis
Richto
and
Sarah
,
Ann
Wilson
year eith the Bulldogs. David
ard James Cushing's statement
Marsh is his same speedy self, Mathis.
Mr. and Mrs. Mathis were that the former Jaqueline Kenand should give the Bulldogs the
needed boost with his quick married near Farmington on nedy could marry "whomever
November 1, 1908 at the home she wants."
quarterbacking.
Msgr. Faust° Vallainc, the ofof the bride's parents. T he
Be ye kind to one another, tenderhearted, forgiving
ED BRALY. THE 6'8- reserve ceremony was read by the late ficial Vatican spokesman reone another, even as God for Christ's sake hath forgiven .ast year who sparked the Bull- D. W Folks, pastor of the affirmed the Vatican position .
dogs to the %SAC championship Beech
you. -Ephesians 4:32.
Grove
Presbyterian that the former American First •
when he replaced Ken H'ane, has
God's love for us is Our beet
Lady is in an -irregular posChurch.
far
loving
unlikegamed experience and agility
_
Ition"-sprth the Roman Catholic
able people
Both
Mr.
and
Mrs
Mathis
are
needed to make a first rate cenChurch because of her marter for the Bulldogs. Lonnie members of the Burnett's ChaSearcy, who is a remarkable re- pel Methodist Church of near riage to the divorced Aristotle
Onassis. and is barred from
bounder has also looked ilswees. Sedalia.
Mathis' have three church sacraments.
The
sive in thy ea:-!v praLtie• ses"I agree with the cardinal's
daughters. Lucille and Ma
sions
Lee Mathis of
ar511 statement that only God knows
Mrs. Masel Bobeitt of Paducah. who is a sinner," he said. "But
1ADGIER a TIMIS ens
Mr. and Mrs. Mathis do not whoever contravenes the law of
plan a formal open house, but the church incurs her sancraltatives and friends are wel- tions."
A new road is being cut from East Main Street just Census - Adults .... 101
come to visit them at their
east of the railroad to Chestnut Street. The road is ex- Census - Nursery ... 4
home on Farmington Route One
pected to take much of the traffic off of •North 4th Admissions, October 21, 1148
Street in the future Located on the bypass road are Mrs Beverly Smothers and on Sunday afternoon. Novem- First
LONDON •uPI• - Roger LAX ON TAX? The Rev.
J.-G. Chemist, Calloway County Soil Improvement As- aby girl. Route 2. Benton; ber 3.
Bannister of Great Britain was Robert Nikliborc, 37, Roman
immy Osborn. Route 2. Hazel;
sociation, and Stokes Tractor ez Implement Company.
the first trackman to break the Catholic head of Boys' Town
btirs Eulala Boyd, 902 South
Miss Sue Scarbrough and Miss Ann Falwell addressed 17th Street. Murray;
four-minute mile barrier when of the Desert at Banning,
Mrs. Low "
Finders Creepers
" he turned in a 3594
the Murray Rotary Club yesterday on the subject of se Paschall. Route 1, Murary;
perform- Calif. strolls outside federal
ance on May 6. 1954.
Mexico. Both girls spent last summer in Mexico with J Floyd Cunningham. Route 1, Title Of Senior
ccurt in Los Angeles, where
Miss Scarbrough staying in Mexico City and Miss Falwell
he faces charges of failing to
ma. Hurshel Key. Route 1, Play At Calloway
Nome
file tax returns on 3119.960
In an Indian village about 300 miles north of Mexico azel; Elvis Lamb, Route 1,
WEST
POINT.
I
N.Y. UPI I- income from 1963 to 1965
irksey; Miss Annie Lee, 830
City
The Seniors at Calloway
He lives in a $75,000 house
Louisville; Bra County High School will pre- Army's football field, Michit
Dr Pete Panzera, professcr cf chemistry at Murray inwood
Stadium, is named in ivietnor3
in Palm Springs part of the
State. has been elected president-elect of the Kentucky Dortha Duncan. Route 1. Del- sent a play entitled "Finders of Dennis Nathan Michie, first
ter. Mrs. Glena Rumfelt. 210 Creepers" on Friday, October football
time, and Is'as known by
Academy of Science.
coach and captain at
South 15th Street. Murray; 25, at 730 p.m. in the Jeffrey West Paint
neighbors as Robert Drew
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Wilburn Mathis will celebrate
Mrs Sandra Gail Griffin. Win- gymnasium.
Rand, electronics executive.
their golden wedding anniversary on November 2 with
chester Crt. Apt. 3. Murray;
Tim Morgan. Kent McCuiston, First College Game
an open house at their home on Farmington Route One. Mrs Opal Wilson. Route
NOW YOU KNOW
2. Ricki Hopkins. Alyce Parker,
N E W BRUNSWICK, N.J
Farmington: Mrs. Mary James, Peggy Forres, Sheila Erwin,
UPI ,-Rutgers and Pr1ncetor by United Press
International
Box 67. Hazel. Olva W Clark, Gary Ballard, Teri Knight, Jac- played
the first intercollegiat• The guppy was
named for the
Route 3. Murray; Mrs Oraie kie Cochran, Duane Adams, An- football game
in the
Rev. R. J. L Guppy. who
Morgan. Route 3. Washington. ita Pendergrass. Charlie Har- "os. 6, 1869. Rutgers US. oz
won 6-4 discovered the fish
LJEDGEE•TIMES FILL
Ind.: Mrs Mary Arnett, Route grove. Rita Farris, Larry Robin 1866 on,
Frinidad
1, Mayfield
erts, and Glenn Mitchell are
Dismissals
included in the cast
Murray High School Tigers won by 21 to 0 over the
. Master Keith Bendert, Ett
The Senior class cordially inMadisonville Maroons and Murray State College ThoroSouth 13th Street, Murray; Mrs. vites the public to attend ,The
ughbreds roiled over the Cape Girardeau Missourians
Lillie Boren. Route 1, Murray; admission is thirty cents for
40 to 0 in football games played October 22
Mrs_ Luenell Duncan. 904 So.
The body of S. Sgt. In M. Smith, son of Mrs. Flora 16th Street. Murray; Mrs. Irene students and sixty cents for
adults.
Smith of Calloway County, will arrive home this week- Pickard. Route 1, Lynn
Grovel
Boxoffiee Opens 6:30
•
Show at 7:15
end He was killed in action April 4, 1945, while serving Mrs Judy Warren. Route 1, I
Murray,
Mrs
with 378 Infantry Regiment of the 95th Division.
Frances Hill, 219 Faxon School Will
Mrs. Warren Swann, Mrs Henry Enliott, Mrs J D. E. 17th Street. Murray; Mrs.
Festival
TONITE thru SATURDAY
Peterson, and Mrs Wallace McELrath attended the 52nd Meriyine Henderson and biby Have
*
boy,
Route
1.
Benton:
Mrs.
Betannual convention of the United Daughters of the ConFestival will be held
ty
Outland
Fall
and
A
baby
111,
3.110
boy,
310
federacy held at Mammoth Cave.
South 15th Street. Murray; Wil- at the Faxon Elementary School
PAUL NEWMAN
Mr. and Mrs Bolan Jetton have returned home after liam 1.
Shipley. Box 54, Ilazel; on Friday, October 25, at 6:30'
visiting their son, Ralph Jetton and Mrs Jetton of
Net- Jim Cargile, 1607 Dodson Ave.. p.m.
scott, Oregon.
Barbecue sandwiches, hot
Murray; Joe Jones. Box 4, Hazel, Mrs. Zula Bourland, Route dogs, coffee, cold drinks, and
2. Murray; Mrs Janie Willie. dessert will be served throughOp..' (*kern
, Route 1, Lyrinvilfe, Charles out the evening. Also there will
Rose, Route 2, Hazet Mrs Ber- be games such as bingo, cake
••••ea ••
tha Brown 4expired), 109 So. I walk, golf, fish pond, movies
• 12th Street, Murray. Jimmy
Os- i for the children, and a country
ortoesHOPPER eir•McCREA emersNOEL KICK MAHONEY
torn (expired), Route 2, Hazel. i store.
•,•••••••
•
evening
the
highlight
of
The
•
•'
will be the crowning of the Jun•
ior and Senior King and Queen.
•
More than 20 per rent of the
The public is. invited to at•
• crops planted annually in the tend.
• world
are eaten or ruined by
Officers of the school have
If so, shop with everyone
rats
expressed theinapppreciation t
but be sure to shop with us!
the Murray merchants for the
gifts which they have donated
MARK EVERY GRAVE
for the bingo prizes
TUE. - WED. 14
?mussel= by LEDGER • TOM evausarvo coscesmy.
▪
Ooneandation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and
The Thnes-Herald. October 90, 1e2S, and the Woe Kentuckian,
January 1.1142.
les N. eth Striae, Murray, Kentucky 131181
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Quotes From The News

and Mrs. Mathis
To Celebrate 60th
Anniversary Soon

VIBE:3-TV"
1
C-hannet 1
8:00 pm

•

INSIX-TV
C_ harme I 8

Duke.
• Picke

c.30 prn

WEIGHTIN
It,
it

Governor George C. Wallace and General
Curtis E. LeMay will win on Nov. 5 but they
need your help now. Send any amount you
can afford to Wallace-LeMay, P. 0. Box
1968, Montgomery, Ala.
Pd. Pol. Ad, by

sotto C

ILPI CU.II

O. 10 Slett elle Moot. Ala
thirners Trws.111 Ciw• 411

cei@Ociti

ow

Continuous Showin
From 1 p m Daily

Jackie's Marriage
Is Said "Irregular"

•

Bible Thoughtfor Today
ream

Ten Years Ago Today

rarmington

Hoepital Report

20 Years Ago Today

MURRAY Driveln Theatr

FREDRIC MARCH RICHARD BOONE
DIANE CUNT()

HOMBRE

SHOPPING FOR A

s

CYCLE

GAN ,
WAR! r

COLOR TV?

3
•
•
•

TV Service Center
112 No. 4th St.

Murray Students
May Get Tickets

Phone 753-5865

Curtis-Mathes Offer.
THE a -YEAR PRO-RATED PICTURE TUBE
WARRANTY
ONE FULL YEAR FREE SERVICE
HaffOrd Jarnes - ()Cenci
Bobby H Wilson - TV Technician
..

SUN.- MON. -

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Since 1886
Murray Marble
Works
BUILDERS OF FINE
MEMORIALS
Porter White - Maneeer
III Maple St
753 2512

Murray High School students
may purchase tickets for the
Murray-Hopkinsville game in
the school auditorium before
school-on Thursday and Friday
mornings for 50c AU tickets
will cost $1 50 at the gate at
Hopkinsville Friday night.
The Tigers will play in Hogs
kinsville Friday night. Game
time is 8 o'clock

OP

frank
sinatra
"tong -

Co Starr(
EL ST 1041 PICYARD CITE
CiEkt IKIMADS•SoACt4
MD
JEFFREY LIN•LLOYD BONIER
rd SUE LYON as Nara
Procbced try Axon Roserte
DifeCtal by GOIttel
Sersenpiay by Richard
Ilene•re rm.
Mom We. ln new
Haer',,C0' MANI,
I'ewe Wes neeoen
Pm,toms
.1

•
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-SUPERB SUSPENSE!
"-Time Magazine
"A CLASSIC! A SHOCKER
BEYOND BELIEF!
"-upi
r,
In

•

m

Mia Farrow
Wehern Castle P,ock.t.on

Cassavetes
- SI7bGESTiD FOR MATURE
AUDIENCES Kiddie Show Sat., 1 til 3 -"Freckl
es
"

•

LATE SHOW SATURDAY 11 P.M.

'THE KNACK & HOW TO GET IT'
4

Assistant Managers
for

realkeisraCIMil

NCAA

-

PASS
SMU
Milner, Miss. Si
essley,
O'Shea, Utah St.
Moors, No, Tex.
KICK

Training Program
Looking for an opportunity? Check
these job advantages with a company that has definite plans and is
already taking action on a large expansion program.
Here is what our training program
offers you:

By MILT
UPI Si
MEXICO C
Olympians ar
thing they k
If you're 1
thing good
example, you
Greco-Roman
sends you to
allel bars, w
that little mi
master on thi
volleyball co
one who has
He inspect(
first and the
into a dark
sure nobody
before spillin
Ohio State
told me, but
to breeze it
Great' For
didn't have
Lance Twen
I can pick by
So without
whatsoever at
own, I like 1
Michigan for
Jug: Syracuse
is fer the h'm
Boston Colleg
State for the
it.
Now that
nuggets. here
Ti
Pittsburgh c
-Those Pant
culiar things.
Duke over 1
Devils are mali
thing of a cz
Virginia ov
dies are too
And Colgate
over Cornell,
Harvard, Prir
sylvania, Buf
Cross, Villan
Rutgers over
Island over I
over Massachi

Jacobs, Wyem ids
Croft. Toledo
Riley, Avineri,
Hemel*, N. °anti
Redic, W. Tex.
PUNT
Scott, GIeereia
Alford, Texas Ti
Wafters, W Ti,.
SurriPP, Penn.
VIe15,11, Missouri
K IC K OP

•

Alien, Iowa St.
Adam*. Nertnene
Hell, 14 C. St
M iehbaven, Ind.
Scare*, New Mit
INTEIRCEP
Worley, West,
1.,y
SMU
Mor is rty , Aril.
You,,g, Tenn
McCall, •rmy

* 5 Day Week
* Complete training in the credit professi
on
No prior experience needed. Earn while you
learn - no selling involved.
* Advance to Managerial Position within
2 or
3 years.

Mc

* Outstanding employee benefits
include
company paid pension plan, health insurance with hospitalization, surgical and
major medical coverage, free life insuranc
e,
employee education plan and many more
If you are at least a high
school graduate, age
21 to 28 and own a car,
you may be able to
qualify. For further information,
call:
•
FREI) C. WILHITE

TIME FINANCE CO.
Southside Manor Shopping Center
South 12th Street

Murray, Kentucky

It` 753-6 702

134

•

•
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Murray's Win Moves
Them To Fifth,
Drops Paducah, 3rd
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Eastern-Western
Game Picked As
OVC Game Of Week

By United Press international
By DAVID La HUE
Two of the naition's top small
LOUISVILLE, Ky.. 1:11 - Decollege teams clash Saturday
fending state champion Bardsafternoon when Eastern Kentown retained its Class A No.
tucky visits Western Kentucky
1 position in the eighth weekwith the Ohio Valley Conferenly Kentucky high school foot- 1
ce leadership on the line.
ball ratings announced today
Western Kentucky, ranked
by the United Press Internation-.
No. 6 in this week's UPI small
al Board of Coaches.
college ratings, hat rolled up
Fort Thomas Highlands and
five straight wins. The HilltopLouisville Male aLao kept their
top spots in Class AA and AAA
pers touted defense has yet to
respectively.
give up a point.
Lynch, which led the Class
Eastern Kentucky, defending
OVC champ, lost their first
A ratings for six weeks, was
again ranked No. 2.
game in five outings last week
Etardstown, taking an easy
when they bowed to powerful
38-0 victory over Shelbyville,
Akron, 31-21. They slipped to
shaded Lynch in the voting by
13th in the rankings.
WEIGHTING AT THE OLYMPICS Luis Gonzaga de Almeida of
1 point with 98 votes and six
A capacity crowd is schedBrazil strains mightily during weightlifting competition at
first-place ballots.
uled for the traditional battle
the 196F4 Summer Olympics in Mexico City
Male, facing a tough St. Xa, which ended in a 14-14 tie last
vier team, which this week ayear.
gain is rated No. 2 in Class
Murray, which also has a
AAA. had a harder time, still
share of the OVC lead with a
winning though. 26-7.
perfect 3-0 conference mark,
Paducah Tilghman, losing a
hosts East Tennessee State Satclose one to Murray last week
urday afternoon. Quarterback
21-20, dropped from its No. 2
Larry Tillman, OVC's offensive
spot in the Cl-ass AA and was
player of the week last week
WINNING GOLD MEDALS IS A STRAIN Members of the United States 1.600-meter relay
team gasp for breath after winning their event with a new Olympic and world record
replaced by Owensboro, who a
and the conference leader in
week ago was No. 3 Owensboro
total offense, has piled up 1,time of 2:56.1 in Mexico City. Team members are Lee Evans lien', Ronald Freeman
By MILTON RICHMAN
over Delaware.
moved up with a 10-3 victory
'013 yards through the air for
lying downs Larry James I background, hands on knees I. and Vincent Matthews,
UPI Sports Writer
The Midwest
Murray.
over Daviess County.
MEXICO CITY VI - These
Kansas over Iowa State Unanimous Choices
East Tennessee State dropped
Olympians aren't telling every- Little chance of any upset here.
In Class AAA and Class AA
a 16-6 decision to 4th-ranked
Notre Dame over Michigan
thing they know.
WICKERSHAM SOLD
voting this week, the balloting
Chattanooga last week but unIf you're looking for some- State-Could be one here. thowas unanimous for first place .
veiled
a
new
running
star
in
thing good for Saturday, for ugh.
PITTSBURGH TP13 - Dove
positions. Male, with 80 points,
Pat Hauser, a 195-pound sophoexample, you have to know a
Purdue over Iowa - BoilerWickerharn has been sold to
received eight first-place votes
more.
Hauser
picked
up
111
Greco-Roman
wrestler, w ho makers still boiling over some while
COLUMBUS, Ohio (UPI)Omaha, an International League
Fort Thomas Highlands
yards on 20 carries as he startsends you to a guy on the par- of Last week's pushing around.
Johnny Pesky resigned yesteraffiliate of the new K•r. ,s C
took
all
of
the
first-p
ed
his
lace
first game as tailback
votes
And Indiana over Arizona,
allel bars, who sends you to
Internatio
Press
United
By
nal
manager
OC
of the Columday as
GHAM, N.C. (UPI) against
Ftoyals of the American Le ;,
,ue.
,
in AA and received 110 points.
the Mocs.
that little mild-looking fencing Nebraska over Oklahoma State,
Louie Dampier and Darel
bus Jets of the International
Wickersham pit-hed f -r the
e Yarborough, who said.
The only change in Class AAA
Austin Peay and Middle Tenmaster on the other side of the Oklahoma over Colorado, Mis
Carrier
are proving there's still old Kansas City Athleti-s f m
y car is ready," grabbed nessee State will be trying to League, apparently ending an
this week was the replacement
volleyball court and he's .,the souri over Kansas State, Wisactive b a s eb a 11 career that a place in professional basket- 1960-63 and with the De* 't
of Butler by Valley in the No. t the pole position yesterday for brighten what has been a relaconsin
over Northwestern, Cinone who has all the goodies.
spanned nearly 30 years.
ball for the little guy.
Tigers in 1964-67.
4 spot, with Trinity still hang- the American 500 stock car tively dismal season so far when
He inspected my credentials cinnati over Tulsa, Ohio U. over
Dampier, and Carrier, who
Pesky. a resident of Snamping
onto
third.
Butler,
they
square
which
off
at
Murfreesrace with a track record speed
first and then pulled me off Dayton, Miamo 0. over Bowlscott, Mass., was believed to make up the backcourt combinlost to Valley 40-19, slipped out
boro Saturday night. Austin have taken a job outside base- ation for
into a dark corner. He made ing Green. Western Michigan
of 118.717 miles per hour.
the Kentucky Colonels,
George Allen compiled a 19of
the
top
five.
Peay
goes
into the game 1-3 ball.
sure nobody else was around over Marshall and Louisville
combined for 56 points Wed- 7-2 record in his first
two seas
There
again
YARBORO
was
overall
UGH. who has won
and 1-2 in the OVC
a"tie for the
before spilling what he knew. over Wichita State.
The Jets finished second in the nesday night in leading the sons as head coach of the Los
fifth spot in Cleat AAA. This four Superspeedway races this while MTSU is 14 overall and
The South
Ohio State over Illinois, he
International League last sea- Colonels to their first win of Angeles Rams football team.
'
4
Miami over Auburn - You week, instead net Valley and season, stole the spotlight from also 1-2 in the conference..
told me, but he didn't want me
son a nd the performance the American Basketball Assoc•
•
•
Thomas
Jefferson,
Middle
the
Tennessee
No.
5
quartercan't
brought
plaudits.
Pesky
make
a
to breeze it around.
move against those
the N A SC AR championship
iation campaign, a 112-108 vicThe University of California
spot was held by Seneca and
back Dickie Thomas ranks secColumbus management said tory over the Indiana Pacers.
Great For gems like that I Hurricanes.
battle between David Pearson
has won 25 NCAA track and
Flaget.
ond
in
total
nelcome
offense
would
itPesky's
rewhile
AusGeorgia over Kentucky-Ken
didn't have to come this disThe win evened the Colonels' field championships. 20 more
Rounding out the Class AA and Bobby Isaac,.
tin's Peay's two quarterbacks, turn.
tance. Twenty-point favorites tucky's quarterback has come
record at 1-1 while Indiana drop- than any other school.
Pearson.
eho
leads
top
the
ten
were
point
Lexington
Dennis
Bryan
Dyer and Rodney Coldown with appendicitis.
• • •
I can pick by myself.
ped to 0-2.
Station, third; Paducah Tilgh- standing and is the favorite to lins, are sixth arid ninth re- town.
Houston over Mississippi
So without any outside help
Carrier, 6-3, a former WestThe Los Angeles Rams deman,
fourth: followed by Madi- win the title this season, was spectively in passing
Tech tailback Larry Schrei• ern Kentucky star. got 30 points feated the Cleveland Browns
whatsoever and strictly on my Cougars getting toucher all
sonville, Mayfield, Campbell second in his 1968 Ford
Tennessee Tech travels to ber continues to lead the con- and Dampier, a six-footer
own. I like Minnesota to beat time.
with
who 24-17 in 1951 for the club's
And Louisiana State over Tex County, LaRue County, Hani- a speed of 118.565 m.p.h. Isaac Morehead in the other confer- ference in rushing with 645 starred for the University of first and only National FootMichigan for the Little Brown
Jug, Syracuse to cuff Californ- as Christian, Vanderbilt over son County, and Somerset and was right behind in a Dodge at ence game with both teams yards in 143 carries for a 4.5 Kentucky, contributed 26 points. ball League championship.
seeking their first OVC win. yard average Tailback Louis
ia for the honor of the East and Florida, Florida &ate Over Belfry, which tied for 10th.
Bob Netolicky led the Pacers
118.463 m.p.h.
Mount Sterling Slips
Tech is 0-5 for the year while Rogan leads the Morehead at- with 24 points while
Boston College to unseat Penn South Carolina, Georgia Tech
Fred Lewis
In
lourth
place
ooas
In
Class
defendA.
Mount
Morehead
Sterling
is 1-3-1 with the win tack with 537 yards and 4 4 yard had 21 and Mel Daniels 19.
'
polis was the only contest scheState for the sheer pleasure of over Tulane. Maryland over
slipped
ing
coming
NASCAR
from
its
champion Richard
No. 3 spot to
last week over Youngs- average.
North Carolina State, Southern
it.
The game played at Indiana- duled.
No.
4
after
losing to Danville Petty who swapped cars TuesNow that you've got those Mississippi over Memphis State,
Wake Forest over North Caroli- 18-12. and was replaced by day night. Petty went home to
nuggets, here are the rest:
na, Richmond over East Caroli- Harlan.
Randleman following practice
This East
Frankfort retained its No. 5 runs when his car was a mite
-• ?
Pittsburgh over the Mr Force na, West Virginia over Virginia
...•
fie% I
-Those Panthers do some pe Tech, William & Mary over spot, followed by Murray. which and a halt slower than Isaacs'
was
tied
Yarborough
for
and
10th
'.
place
last
WO,
Mississippi State over
culiar things
Duke over the Army - Blue Tampa and Davidson over Fur- week. Glasgow. another new
HE RETURNED
csterday
name to Class A this week, now
Devils are making this one some- man.
with the car he ran last Sunholds
the
seventh
position, fol- day at Charlotte
thing of a crusade.
The Southwest
and qualified
Texas over Rice-Longhorns lowed by Fulton City in the at 117.855 m.p.h.
Virginia over Navy - MidNo 8 slot.
are too much for the Owls.
dies are too erratic.
Paul Goldsmith qualified fifth
Erlanger Lloyd, though re- in a 1968 Dodge %kith
And Colgate over Brown, Yale
Texas A&M over Baylor-Aga speed
ceiving one first-place vote in of 117..;:s4
over Cornell. Dartmouth over gies are rolling now
Class
A
this
week,
slipped
from
Harvard. Princeton over PennSMU over Texas Tech-Chuck
seventh place to 10th. Holding
sylvania, Buffalo over Holy Mason keeps going
the No. 9 spot this week is
Cross. Villanova over Xavier
The Far West
FRENCH COMPETITION
Rutgers over Columbia, Rhode
UCLA over Stanford-Uclans Russellville, which also slipped.
from No. 2 last week.
Island over Maine, Connecticut up for this one.
PARIS VIM - Petrone. a FrenThe ratings 1st-place votes
over Massachusetts and Temple
Oregon State over Washington
ch horse, will compete in the
State - Beavers have stronger In parentheses:
Washington. D C. International
Class AAA
offense
(8) 80 Laurel Park November 11.
Washington over Idaho - By 1. Male
Australian jockey Bill Pyers
2. St. Xavier
70
at least two touchdowns.
58 will ride Petrone.
And Oregon over Utah. Uni- 3. Trinity
33
versity of Texas at El Paso over 4. Valley
...
21
.
Brigham
Young. Pacific o ver 5. Seneca
PASS RECEIVING
Tie-Flage
t
Gamin Caveat Yds Tas
21
Tie-Belfry
14
Colorado State, Wyoming over
Series, SMU
5
44 645
4
Class AA
Milner, Miss. St. S
Class A
41 616
2 New Mexico and Utah State over
Roosts/. CM.
447
i
37
1. Ft Thomas Hghlds (11) 110 1. Bardstown
OiShisa, Utah St. 6
(6) 98
35 15*
II West Texas State.
Moor., No. taw. S
35 456
1
2,_ Owensboro
84 2. Lynch
(1) 97
KICK.SCORING
The University of Texas net- 3. Lex Bryan Station
EP FG Pt..
59 3. Harlan
(1) 88
Jacobs, Wvorning
14 1111 44 ted 31 first downs against Ar- 4. Paducah Tilghman
Croft, Toledo
58 4, Mt. Sterling
22
1) 78
6
*
kansas
in
1952
Riley, Auburn
to
set
13
a South- 5. Madisonville
•
37
49 5. Frankfort
~netts N. Demo
51
34
3 33
e record.
Rabic, W. Tax.
:4
3 33 west conferenc
Mayfield
-6.
Murray
43 6.
50
•
•
•
WONT RETURNS
7.
Campbell
Co.
NO Tits A. TD
35 7. Glasgow
42
Quarterback Davey O'Brien
Scott, Goorola
23 7/5 11.1
8. LaRue Co.
Alford.
Tisch IS 11.4 16.3 11 of the- 1940 Philadelphia
28 8. Fulton
(2) 40
Walters, W Tea
Ea- 9. Harrison Co.
15 117 111.1 7
•
Iturreii, Penn.
18 9. Russellville
II 213 15.1 1 gles of the National Football
30
Wearll, Missouri
31 75.4
10.
Erlanger
14
Lloyd
Ise
__
(1)
27
KICKOFF RETURNS 11.1 11 League attempted 60 forward 10. Somerset
IIP
•
No V4s. Ave. TOs passes
sa
4ii
Allen, Irma St.
in one game. an NFL
14 435 Ili
Adamie, Northwest. la 316 11.3
record
Nall, NC. St.
16 315 136
Mielltaulta, Ind.
11 351 19.1
• • •
Surber, New M. IS 331 22.5
sa•
INTERCEPTION RETURNS
Bruce Gossett of the Los AnGames NI. Yes TO
•
.
Worts*, Wash.
geles Rams kicked 28 field
7
5
27
L v offlatal,
6
S
94
goals during the 1966 season
4
M ia rty
Aril
6
SMUor
53
Teams, Tenn
S
6 47
to set the National Football
McCall. •rrisv
6 411
S
League record

Duke. Kansas, Miami, UCLA
Picked To Win This Week
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Yarbrough
Caotures Pole

Pesky Resigns
At Columbus

Dampier & Carrier
Prove Little Guy
Can Play Pro Ball

"BUFFALO BILL" COMMEMORATIVES
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NCAA Statistics
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Moonlight Madness

SALE
,
ds(Cs.7

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26
STORES OPEN FROM
7 P. M. TO ? ? ?
iria1S

- Outstanding Values

IMMO

SHOP
DOWNTOWN MAYFIELD
AND 'SAVE!

GOLD MEDAL HORSE Jean Jitcques Guyon it sialwe
es•es his horse. Pitpu, after attaching the gold medal to his
mount's halter, fOr winning the individual competition in
the equestrian three-day event at Olympics in Mexico City.

•

AT YOUR GUN DEALER IN MURRAY AT
S129.95
201 Main St.
Phone 753-5617
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Mr.. J. B. Burkeen . •

Phone 753-1117 or 753-4H7
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Beth Garrison Is
Guest Speaker At
B&PW Club Meet

lin
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SOCIAL CALENDAI

Thursday, October 14
The Magazine Club will moMae Beth Garrison who athome of Mrs. Her,
tended the Kentucky Youth at the
at 2:30 p.m Mrs. J. I.
Conference on juvenile delin- Warren
will be in charge of the
quency at Eastern State Uni- Howl
versity, Richmond, this summer program•••
was the guest speaker at the
of the Woodmen of
1)3
Grove
dinner meeting of the Business
and Professional Women's Chub the World will meet at the
at seven p.m.
held Monday evening at the WOW Hall •
••
Woman's Club House.
Friday,
October
25
said
she
The high school girl
The Fidelis Sunday School
The Calloway County High Also. Ricki serves the whole is very impressed with the proMrs. Grace Covey opened her Student Council announces its godent body ss she is prem.. blems discussed and said she Class of the First Baptist
home for the meeting of the °Citizens of the Month" TheY dent of the Student Council.
felt very fortunate to live in Church will have a potluck lunat the church at elev
Penny Homemakers Club held are Miss Ricki Hopkins and
Danny Ross is the son of Murray after hearing of the cheon
on Monday, October 21, at ten Danny Ross. This practice was Mr and Mrs. James Ross of high crime rate in other cities. a.m Rev. Lloyd Cornell wi
speaker.
o'clock in the morning.
begun last year to recognise Route Six, Murray Danny was
Ten youths from Calloway be the devotional
•• •
The major project lemon for outstanding students at Callo- selected by his class members County attended the conferMonday, October 211
the month on;11.igtiway Safety" way County High.
to be president of the senior ence and the Bdr.PW Club sponThe Ruth Sunday School
was presented by Mrs. Alton
Ricki Hopkins is the dough- class He was elected as vice- sored one of the youths.
Cole She gave special points ter of Mr and Mrs. Joe Dee president of the Pep Club and
Mrs. Myrtle Wall. chairman Class of the First Baptis
and tips to remember for safe- Hopkins of Route Two, Mur- he serves as a Student Council of the civic participation com- Church will meet at the
ty on the highway that she re- ray. The seventeen year old representative Danny is an ac- mittee, introduced Miss Garris- of Mrs. Vernon Nance, 1
cetved in the training lesson senior is an active member of tive member of the F.B.LA. on. Other members of the com- Dogwood Drive, at 7:30 p.m.
•• •
taught by Mrs. Barletta Wrath- Flint Baptist Church. Her hob- :.nd he was selected to be the mittee were Mrs. Jesse ShoeGreat
Books Discussion
The
er at Mayfield.
bies are sewing and reeding business manager of the annual maker and Mrs. Mildred RagsGroup will meet at the MurrayMrs. Delia Graham gave the while home economics is her staff Danny is not only a popu- dale
devotion reading from Psalms favorite subject. At school, lar person but an important asThe president, Mrs. Odelle Calloway County' Library at
MR. AND MRS. ARISTOriE SOCRATES ONASSIS The former Mrs. John F. Kennedy, 39, and
85.15-18 with prayer by Mrs. Rick' is active in several or- set to our school, a school Vance, presided and opened seven p.m.
her new husband, Greek shipping magnate Aristotle Socrates Onassis, 62, leave a tiny
•
•
•
Thomas Jones. The president, ganizations. In F.H.A., she has .spokesznan said.
with the pledge to the Amerchapel on tiny Sccrpios Island following their wedding in a 30-minute, candle-lit cereThe Beta Sigma Phi sorority
• ••
Mrs. Ernest Madrey-. presided served as treasurer and recreat
inan flag. The club has as its
( Cablephoto)
mony. They were to honeymoon aboard his palatial yacht Christina.
is
scheduled
to
meet
at
the
and the secretary, Mrs. Graham Oinal leader. This year a h e
project to have a flag on display
Community
Center
on
Ellis
Feltner. called the roll and serves as second vice president.
in each home and business, and
read the minutes.
Being an outoanding member
the club has flags to sell to Drive at seven p.m.
•• •
The recreation was led by of the Beta Club, Ricki was
those desiring to purchase one.
Debut
Location
The Creative Arts DepartMn. Vernon Moody and a pot- elected District Beta Reporter.
Mrs. Revs Shelton is in
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Diment of the Murray Woman's
luck luncheon was served at
Schulman,
who
charge
Arnold
of
the
sale
of
Writer
candy
Mr. and Mrs. Bern Gannon
rector Henry Hathaway has
Club
will
have
a
workshop
"Star
the noon hour
screenplay
for
wrote
the
Oar
the
club.
of Colorado Springs, Colorado,
chosen Montrose, Cob., for loSpangled Girl," will make his cation
All the members were preMrs. Alberta Korb. guidance meeting at the club house at
are the parents of twins, a boy
shooting of "True Grit,"
The
Nature's
Palette
Garden
9:30
am.
The
film
playprogram
the
will
debut
in
be
acting
sent for the meeting. They were
starring John Wayne, Olen
and girl, born October 22. They counselor at Calloway County on
Club
met
on
Wednesday.
Octoscreentoile
unsuccessful
painting and instructing an
Mesdames Vernon Moody, Grace
High School arid sister of Rex
Campbell and Kim Darby
have three other sons.
ions on paper flowers will ber 16, in the home of Mrs. writer.
Covey. Ernest Madrey, Delia
The maternal grandparents Alexander of Murray, was in011ie
Brown
for
the
monthly
Graham, Richard Armstrong,
A pre Halloween party was are Mr and Mrs. Otis Lovins of troduced. as a new rdember. start. Hostesses are Mesdames
Burton Young, John H. Trotter, meeting.
•
•
•
Storch in Film
Margaret Nell Boyd, Brooks held Friday. October 18, at the Murray Ftoute Five.
Mrs. Gan- Guests were Miss Garrison and J E.
Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield, HOLLYWOOD IUPI
—
Littleton, D. B. Hunter,
Moody, Paul Butterworth. Tho- home of Mr. and Mrs. Bill !Sof- non is the former Wilma
The total land area of the
Lov- Mrs. Billie Jo Jones, nursing in- and
president, presided over the Night club comedian Larry Virgin Islands equals no
Fred Glut's..
mas Jones, Graham Feltner, Al- fett at Panorama Shores for ins, graduate of
more
Murray High structor at Murray State Uni•• •
business meeting. A motion was Storch will play a Mexican than a sixth of Rhode Island.
ton Cole, L. P. Hendon, J. C. members of the Murray Shrine School and
versity.
Murray State UM=
Akim
Tamiroff
in
made
for
a
bandit
with
•
•
donation
to
the
•
Kemp, and Raymond Workman.. Club. their wives, and guests. versity.
Twenty-five
persons
were
One-third of New Hamp- patients at Western State Hos- 'The Great Bank Robbery."
The number of young in a
The November 18th meeting i Guests in the various °Datumpresent for the meeting which shire is more than 2,000 feet
• ••
pital for the Christmas season.
raccoon litter averages four
will be held at the Holiday Inn I es included a clown, flapper,
was closed with the Emblem above sea level.
• • •
Monkeas
in
'Head'
Plans were made for memat ten a.m. with Mrs. Alton hobo, hippies, pirates, French
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Lamb of prayer.
HOLLYWOOD 1UPI I —The
bers
to
attend
the
district
meetThe
number
of persons beCole as the hostess.
Thailand
peasmademoiselle,
Lake Waiau, Hawaii, is the ing at
Murray Route One are the parTrenton with Mrs. Stub- Monkees have finally settled tween ages 18 and 24 in Texas
•• •
ants, railroaders, witches, /Dro- ents of twin girls born at the
highest lake in the United
for a title of their first motion has increased 46 per cent in
blefield driving her car.
nes. Chinese coolies, and pion- Western Baptist Hospital, PaStates.
Each of the members brought picture, which until recently the last eight years,
•
•
•
eer woman.
ducah.
was dubbed "Untitled"—it is
Indiana was explored by La- flowers and Mrs. Ila Douglass now "Head."
Movies were made of the
The mother and girls have
gave the lesson on "Antiquing
Salle in 1679.
people in costumes before the been dismissed from the hos• • •
Flowers".
The women of St. John's
See Glenn Nanny when
I unmasking took place. A delic- pital.
Church met Monday
Episcopal
Refreshments were served by
The state tree of MassachuIowa's motto is "Our Liberyou need a Color TV or
•
•
•
ious potluck supper was served
evening at the home of Mrs. ties We Prize and Our Rights Mrs. Brown to Mesdames Har- setts is the American elm
Stereo, at ...
by the ladies.
on Mimosa We Will Maintain."
old Eversmeyer. Ila Douglass
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
Mrs. Claude Welch who was
Major and Mrs. Anthony Michael Gardone
• • •
E. S. Ferguson, Henry Hargis,
Ixieland Center
celebrating her birthday was Johnson of 1719 Magnolia Drive, Drive.
Phone 753-7575
Leonard
Whitmer
openMrs.
Four
of
each
10
S
11.
Miller,
Texans
are
Horn,
John
I. H. Key, R. Q.
Ryan, Charles
The home of Mrs. Leslie Sin- presented with a cake by Mrs. Murray, are the parents of twin
OPICN TILL COO P.M.
meeting with prayer and engaged in agriculture.
Knight, Walter Miller, Kenton Stubblefield, and A. 0. Woods, I
I
clair on South Highland Street, Moffett. Mrs. Welch cut the girls born on Saturday, Octo- ed the
Eff Birdsong. president,
Pans. Tenn., was in fall motif oake and served it to the guests. ber 19, at the Murray-Calloway Mrs.
presided at the business sessSgt. Frank Gibson who was County Hospital.
Sunday afternoon when a tea
announcements
was given honoring Miss Vir- to leave Murray on Sunday was
Christa Lynn weighed five ion. Various
zoos Sturclivant, bride-elect,
presented with the Merit award pounds fourteen ounces a n d were made.
Bishop C Greshrnan Marmion
for representing the Itizpah Cara Lee weighed six pounds
Joint hoidenss for the affair
make his anTemple as amhasoador at large. ll bunces. They have two other of Louisville will
were Mrs. Louise Sincleir, Mr:
The presentation was made by girls, Ji/. age seven, and Holly, nual visit to St. John's Episestoi
Nell Pollard and Mrs. Delta
pal Church on Sunday, DecemMr Moffett in the absence of age four.
Shallow, all of Memphis and the potentate.
will follow
Grandparents are Mr. and ber 15. A luncheon
Miss Annie Sinclair and Um
Following the supper dancing Mrs. 0. L. Egaas of Redding,. the morning service
Mrs Gardone served pumpVirginia Sinclair, all auntie/Me was held with the music by the Cali:ornia. and Col. and Mrs.
bread,
bride-to-be
Calloway County Pieyboys.
M. H. Johnson of Ventura, Cali- kin bread, banana nut
coffee, and tea to Mesdames
covered
Those present were Mr. and fornia.
The the table w
Birdsong, Jules Harcourt, Char•••
with lace over yellow with a mos. Don Robinson, Mr and
les Hinds, Louis Zimmerman,
composite centerpiece be
=
y
Mrs. Milton Jones. Mr. and
silver candletrum with
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ed Smoth- Bennie George, Robert Mabry,
Mrs. John L. Williams, Mrs.
candles and an epergne of wail Quinton Gibson, Mr. and Mrs. ers of Benton Route Two an- Michael Steczak, Charlie Moore,
Whitmer, Norman
mums. Mints and punch mum Ethel Beale of Benton, Sgt nounce the birth of a daughter, Leonard
Klapp, end Robert Higgins.
served with mike squares topped and Mrs. Claude Welch, Sgt. I Leslie Jo, weighing six pounds
The next meeting will be
ounces, born on Monday,
WIT idlle and groom fl- and Mrs. Frank Gibson, Mr.
and Mrs. Freed Cotham, Mr. October 21, at the Murray-Cal- held Monday, November 18, at
the church, located at Main and
The wedding book was on the and Mrs. Bill Moffett. Mr. and loway County Hospital. They
Broach.
recster table along with an ar- Mrs. Norman Klapp, U. Col. have one son, Gregory Lynn,
•••
rangement of white wedding and Mrs. Jack Persall, Joe Dean age two.
Grandparents are Mr and
bells and yellow chryinnthe- Watkins of Benton. Charles
The 50tn wedding anniverMUITIL About fifty guests called Starks. Mrs. Polly Hendrickson Mrs. Travis Etheridge and Mr. sary is traditionally known as
Mrs. Bill Smothers, all of
and
of
Benton,
Mrs.
Verna
Jones,
between 2 and 5 o'cicok. Special
the Golden Wedding anniverBenton, Great grandparents are sary.. .
guests were Mrs. John Sturdnant guest of her son. Milton and
Mrs. Mary Green of Benton and
Peggy
wife,
Mrs_
Carraway
and
and Mn. Curtis Hendrix, mothers of the couple to be married Mrs. Bonnie Jones. guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ezra Crowley of
The planet Pluto'is 4 billion
Benton.
miles from earth
and her sister Mm. Lester Nan- their
namaPaten"' Mr
'11114. Mrs
'WU
'
ney and her daughter-in-1w --•• •
Mn. Phyllis ?Janney of Murray.
The honoree was attractive in
a brown knit dress with matching accessories and a cymbidium
orchid.
The Junior II Girls Auxiliary
The hostesses presented Mims JO
the First Baptist Church preSturclivatn an eiectric perculesented a program at the West
tor
View Nursing Home last week.
The girls read Bible verses,
•• •
sang several hymns, and talked
to the patients.
Those
participating
were
Beverly Barnett, Lisa Jones,
Dawn Hornsby, Beth RichardRay Cable returned son. Joni Scott, Kameil SimMrs
home Tuesday after spending mons, and Sue Windrum.
to.o weeks with her daughter.
The ten year old girls left a
Mrs Louise Miller of Dallas, colorful basket of fruit for the
Texas. While there they attend- . patients The GA counselors are
.Kathy Ann Lockhart and Celia
ed the Texas State Fair.
Simmons.
HURRICANE GLADYS "CAMOUF
" A resident of New
Port Rachie, Fla , clears tree limbs from his car after Hurrieane Gladys rGared past the small Florida West Coast town.

•

Mrs. Grace Covey Miss Ricki Hopkins And Danny Ross
Hostess For Meet Named Calloway "Citizens Of Month"
Of Penny Club

•

•

Nature's Palette
Garden Club Has
Regular Meeting

Halloween Party
Held For Shriners
At Moffett Home

•••
Gardone Home Is
Scene Of Meeting
Episcopal Women

Miss Sturcluvant Is
Complimented At
Tea Sunday

BANK OF MORAY
Salutes

•

LOPSIDI

RED SI

FRESH

IC
•

SAVE 10
(Reg 19(

Of fr

PERSONALS

CALLOWAY COUNTY

•

•

NATIONAL BUSINESS AND
PROFESSIONAL WOMANS WEEK
OCTOBER 20 26

Send the flea circus packing
Kill.Ko flea Powder controls fleas,
lice and brown dog ticks on dogs
and cats Kill-Ko Roach Powder
makes it "curtains" for La
Cucaracha and other performers —
ants, waterbugs, sifverfish, spiders
and crickets When it comes to
bugs, Kill-Ko writes their
grand finale

SATISFACTION GusPieNTEED

CAUL
• YORP
. YAM:
TUR

THE
PROFESSIONAL WOMEN

Girls Auxiliary
Visit Rest Home

din

SNOM

CHAMP IN A HtItitlr' United States and Canadian (-hampk.n Sky Top's Cedric. Vikkingson. an Otterhound. seems to
ba an a hurry to get to the silver anniversary show of the
Albany IN? I Kennel Club as his Gisner, Mrs Albert Dodge
of Pattersonville, park,' her ear

Downtown Branch
5th and Poplar

Main Office
4th and Main
•

-

•

•
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1OO CASH!
PLAYING COOPER MARTINS

DRAWING
HELD EACH

TREASURE CHEST

SAT. NIGHT

See Comolet Details at Store

AT 530 P.M.

II

9
•

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

STEAKS

•

1\

nib Cut
— Die has
'or loGrit,"
Glen 4,

ROUND

FRYER BREAST 2-7! 790
U.S.D.A.
RUMP ROAST lb. 794
SIRLOIN TIP
ROAST
lb. $1.09
U.S.D.A.
MINUTE STEAKS 51.09
FRESH SLICED
PORK LIVER lb.
394
a

Ale

RIB END
PORK CHOPS lb. 594
SL ICED
BOLOANA
lb. 494
BULK PAK
CATFISH
lb. 594
U.S.D.A.
RUMP ROAST lb. $1.09

79c BACON mai
Cg.O
i
W
ER
390
LOPSIDED
B
A
N
A
NAS
• YORK APPLES
23
0
RED SKIS
. YAMS
290
11
S
Mill i" 2 29c
SOUP
8
FFEE• TUNA
5

in a
our

a

is beTexas —
!nt in

HAMS
Snank PORTION

lb

CURE

Df the
more
and.

•

f

HEAD

39C

LB

lb 490

•

GOLDEN RIPE

LB

LBS

"CABANAS"

MY WO

IBS.

.curicas TOMATO

6

101/2 oz.
cans

G

VAN CAMP LEM Graded

C

•

SWIFT ALLSWEET

SAVE 100 1-1b.
(Reg 190 Bag

69

OLEO
CHESSE SPREAD
SWIFT BROOKFIELD

PliAP

HYDE PARK

BISCUITS
•

SAVE 10C
[Reg 6 for 490168 o3
cans

El%
BEANS
.
"
PEA
SLOPPY JOES
iCEKTAIL
t
PLE
BEEF STEW
leiS
m r

9e
•

ALL NEW FIRE KING OVENWARE
PERCALE SHEETS &
PILLOW CASES
Plus...1C3
V.'ilh Purch:te of tny ol thc

oturry 37.7.1ps

Quslity hems (Slaws in Pkg.)
Pk3. of 2 ".3illow Cases
pkg. '1.49
.k Pkg. of 1 72"x108" Twir Sheet
pkg. $2.59
*?kg. of 1 Twin Cottorn Fitted Sheet. pkg. '2.59
?'.!Li. of 1 ::itted 5ottom DoW)le Shoot ...
'2.99
4-r 7ko. of 1 31"x103" Fun Fa Sheet
pkg.'2.99

Get a Piece of Beautiful CANDLE-GLOW Oven Ware Each Week At Greatly
Reduced Prices. Build Your Set And Get A Motching Coffee Mug FREE With
Coupons In Your News paper Ads Each Week.

FREE THIS WEEK!
ONE

8-07. size

COFFEE MUG

With Coupon & Purchase 3f 1 1/2 Qt.
CANDLE -GLOW

Bakinq Pan

with
coupon

77'

.7,
[

"
FR...E..E :131. • COFFEE MUG .
.1
-•
' -1
11!!!!!!!!!!!!t-----7
I. .

'. Baking Pan .. 77c 1-

.,p. .:',. -....'.‘,74:12c`,"..!::,,*.:......:0,*,:i:07..!,,,,...

!
1 sTe..

—

....s..:444fir- •

-----wainionewiavitmeonsbwa!m."""wleilar'

•

.16

_.-+eammiavommimalr
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r Afir Art."

Liwising &ion on the Apollo 8 rap•ule atop Saturn
5.

Mechanical

TRAIN SET
By Mack Complete with engine
cars and caboose. This train has been
made for long and efficient service.

Power Pack "8"
Road Racing Set
by Eldon

r
•

$1

WITH APOLLO 7 out of the way. Cape Kennedy is busy with
....polio S. the round-the-Moon-and-back shot with
astronauts
, from left, James A. Lovell Jr.. WilLiam A.
Anders and
Frank Borman. Borman is in command

1/32 scale. Make 2' x 4' layout
for thrilling over and under "
figure "8" racing. 45
ready to set up pieces.

Tricycles
By
Murray

AMERICAN MADE

Doll Stroller

$8" - $10"

by South Bend Toy Co.

10-12-16 inch sizes.

sr to Sr

Red finish, chrome handlebars.
Built to last.

Dump Truck
By Tenka

See 'N' Say
Ride-Away

$24S64

by Mattel

Metal frame with spring
mounted plastic body and
vinyl plastic canopy.

5.

388

Kenner's
Locking Blocks

Glearninarrd cab
and yellow

bed. 13 7/8" long.
*ft

It talks as you ride. Safe!
Sturdy! Ride on fun for
Toddlers to

3 years.
6

DELUXE

KENNER S

POOL TABLE
SET

PRESIDENTIAL EGUIPPAGE It , the new presidential Lin,. oin Continental. 21 feet long. glass enclosure
over the pa,
,enger compartment , hinged to open', and rear
bumper that
tan k.4- lowered for Secret Service standing room.
When the
president is- riding in the limousine. American
flag is or.
,Ight front fender and presidential flag on
left Interior
carpeted in silver mouton

EASY SHOW

Movie

Fun to build

Fun to play in. .

n‘vtin color and new styles.

by Empire

Projector

Disneyland

$199

See
'N'
Say

$488

Automatic ball return
scorer feature

Vietnam
ROUNDUP

CHINA

1

oNAN•NiNG

by Mattel

NORTH
VIETNAM
LAOS

Archery Set
s299
linbrAkahlt tibtiklass bow.

$1288

• safety arrow. Complete with Quiver
and hut.ttloc kokre.

Life size...
40Y., inches tall gold
rubbed Provincial styling, adjustable glass mirror,
two tone

11WW-11W4114

hassock. Suzy Homemaker Beauty

A Stronger
Change Toy

Vanity will brighten everyday for little girls.

$544

HANOI
I 041 Listen! Learn! 'N Have Fun! enjoyed most
ages 2 to 6. 12 favorite
RELEASE 14
EEO SEAMEN
OFF VINH
AN ACTION
OF GOODWILL'.
UT IN PANS

REDS Hit OUANG
HGAI WITH 13
I 413.44, ROCKETS,
11536 HIT SACK

THAILAND

THUONG

C47 CRASHES
NEAR SAN ME
THUOT, ALL 24
ABOARD KILLED
IONISERS CUT
LOOSE ON 16
RED ARMORED
VEHICLES
NEAR DUC LAP

•

Ironing Board
by Wolverine

OA NANG -TAM KY —
ToKT0::4014

•ILAN Mf
THUOT
LAP
...0A.umDLIC
0.0.

SAIGON
.
11111EN 140A

,
T ANG
SAC LIEU

Disneyland characters.

STEEL FOLDING

S•NON Nut

SOUTH VtIETS
SMASH RID
(Amp 63 MILES
SOUTHWEST OF
SAIGON-4k MTN
13 BUILDINGS.
31 BUNKERS

Suzy
Homemaker
Beauty Vanity

washable and they float. 44 blocks

TAIZiN

SOUTH
VIETNAM

SAIGON ANNOUNCES
NEW SCRIP TO FOIL
COUNTERFEITERS

Silicone ironing cover, foam rubber pad, plated legs,
• ,ibber tips.

SUNDAY
1 to 6 P.M.
.1.11.1••••••

•

a
CHALK BOARD ..

BYM/"Tfl...

$988

DESK
$3.44

P

16 fantastic

• Create—Ern!
time rapsuies

Crush—em! Create em! Again and again

Lr,....."fiet:

me

rnachir
t.

.

41.••

dB.

a.
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PA CIE SEVEN

10% Down
Small Payment Every 30 Days.
Dec. 18 Deadline

RIUIW

No Adjustment Made On
Lay-A-Ways Put Back In
Stock For Non Payment

Readers Reply to
'Modern Mother'
By Abigail Van Buren

After 30 Days.

Playtime

BY IDEAL

IC

MI s

Chicase TrIlme•-•

`I

News Sul..

DEAR ABBY • When I read about "MODERN MOTHER'
wanting to give her 16-year-old daughter the pill for her own
I the mother's 1 peace of mind, I nearly had a fit.
In the first place, if a mother raises her daughter right
she won't need the pill.
This may come as a shock to you, but I am a 19-vear-olc
virgin I'm no creep either. I've had my share of wild parties,
oversexed guys, and I have been turned on myself a few times
but I know how far I can go.
The guy will try to get as much as he can. When he gets
out of line with me, I stop him and tell him my morals won't
allow me to go any further. He gets mad and pouts, but I just
pout right back. I've lost a lot of guys that way, but I don't
care. One day the right man will come along arid I'll be glad
I waited.
I would be insulted if my Mom gave me the pill. That's like
saying she doesn't care if I went all the way.
19-YEAR-OLD VIRGIN
DEAR ABBY: In your answer to MODERN MOTHER.
morals seemed to be the only issue. In all this pill talk, people
tend to overlook a far more serious danger than a possible
pregnancy.
I refer to the risk of venereal disease, which is now even
more violent and rampant than ever.
It ought to be stressed that venereal disease can be far
worse than a 9-month episode.
INFORMED READER

Now Playtime Tubsy is a double
DEAR ABBY: This is for MODERN MOTHER: My mother
raised three GOOD daughters and it wasn't by giving us the
pill either. I will never forget my mother's words to us, and
when I have children, they will hear them, too: "The right way.
is always the hard way. Anyone can do things the easy way,"
Modern mothers want to do everything the easy way. I am
22 years old and newly married. I am far from old-fashioned.
met my "right man" and we went together 4 years and I managed to stay "good" all thru my courtship and college education. It was worth it, too, so I'd like to ask you, Modern Mother.
why are you giving up on your daughter so early?
If you love your daughter, help her to be strong and overcome temptations Your easy solution is asking for the trouble
you are trying to avoid
A S

joy — She'll splash in her bath . .
then play with her toy.

k

Baby's Hungry
BY MATTEL

$1288
Complete with spoon, bowl, feeding
bottle. I really chew, feed with my
spoon, my momth moves.
I really nurse, my cheeks move.

Big Daddy

Dum a Truck
By 'Lanka

TRAP DRUM SET

Early American
CHILD'S ROCKER
$988
National Reed Furniture Co.
Salem Maple Finish.

$2 564

$1688

Gleaming red cab
And yells* bed. 13 7/8'. long.

Includes 21-inch bass drum, 11 inch mare drum,
9 inch tom-tom, 14 inch H-i-s-s-i-n-g cymbal, wood
block, & cow bell & 15 inch drum sticks.
All drums have unbreakable Mylar beating

surfaces.

DEAR ABBY. I am the mother of four healthy. normal
daughters whose ages range from 13 to 22. and I would NEVER
offer my daughters birth control pills because it would be the
same as saying, "Go ahead." But if there were some kind of
tasteless powder that accomplished the same thing, I would be
the first to buy it and slip it into their breakfast food every
morning
"REALIST"
DEAR ABBY: Who said, "The best oral contraceptive in
the world is the word no?"
BUDDY

Famous Player
BASKETBALL
And Goal Set
BY WILSON

Archery Set
s299

DEAR ABBY: The mother who wanted to give her 16-year old daughter the pill.wrote that altho her daughter was a beautiful. intelligent girl with high morals, when the "right" boy
cones along, if the time is right and the place is right, Lord
only knows what could happen, or words to that effect.
I would like to say that if a mother raises her daughter
with high moral standards, when the right boy comes along.
the right place will be the bridal chamber and the right time
will be the wedding night. Don't faint, this is from a 21
old
college man.
"MR RIGHT '

DEAR BUDDY. I did
Everybody has • problem. What's yours* For a personal
reply write to Abby, Boa 119708, Lou Angeles. Cal.. 98069 and
eselose a stamped, sell-addressed envelope.
FOR ABBY'S BOOKLET. "HOW TO HAVE A LOVF2.17
WEDDING.'' SEND 81.98 TO ABBY, BOX W798, IA'16
ANGELES. CAL.. 90869

Indestructo Scholastic
Basketball and orange painted goal complete with net

Famous Player

lInbreltatilt (lb./Vass bow,
safety arrow, Complete with Quiver
and huvuos koive.

HOSTESS
TEA SET

PrAfreirp,:-Mitii4PPr"
• •

SUNNY SUZY
KITCHEN SET

FOOTBALL
TEE—PUMP
BY WILSON

BY WOLVERINE

By Irwin

$588

A Strangler
Change Toy

Genuine cowhide official size and
Plastic serving set for four.

• Assorted designs andbv
cosk
lorisn.c

BY MATTEL

Complete with stove, sink, refrigerator
and 25 play accesories.

Color: Coppertone.

weight football, plastic kicking tee
and pump with needle.

$988

itastic tith• e (Roswell.
▪ Create

Em'

MICROSCOPE
SET

SEW-O-MATIC
SEWING MACHINE
BY STRACO

—em! Create em! Again and again
time machiro.

:-..dittegr-4$44.•

S OP IN CENTER
URRAY, KY.

$466
Magnifies 75 and 125 times.
Complete with slides, electric
stage illuminator and manuel.

$
2
99
Sews lac Mother's. A modern machine for a
modern child. A Fully encased machine, safe
operation.

ACRES OF FREE
PARKING

NOT GOLD MEDAL WEATHER' - Collette Besson- of France removes her soggy warm-up suit before running the women's
400 meter semifinal in the Olympic Games in a torrential
downpour in Mexico City. She finished third on slow track.
`

•
-

•
•

.0

•
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singing at each service. Plain
Green
The members at fortunate in
said they felt very
the serbeing able to obtain
and GerWallace
Foy
vices of
I ti%
wish to invite
ald Sykes and
i;111
\ k
neighbors to
their friends and
will conattend The meeting
Octotinue thru Wednesday. 10:45
at
services
with
30,
ber
seven
on Sunday morning and
the
o'clock each evening, at
located
The Green Plain Church of Green Plain building
Paris
Christ will begin a gospel meet- on the old Murray to
and
ing Sunday, October 27, with Road, between Murray
Foy E. Wallace. Jr., as the Hazel.
speaker.
Bro. Wallace I. a student and
NOW YOU KNOW
scholar of the Bible. He began
preaching at the age of fifteen by United Press InternaHenal
and is today recognized as one
The top ace of World War IT
of the great evangelists Almost was German Maj. Erich "Bubi"
all of his more than 50 years Hartmann, who shot down 352
of preaching have been spent Russian planes, all verified by
in protracted meetings. accord- Allied postwar check.
ing to a spokesman for the
church.
SIGHS WITH APO
He has been engaged in many
major religious debates and
SAN DIEGO, Calif. run —
has demonstrated himself to be The San Diego Open has joined
one of the ablest debaters of the fold of the new American
this age, the church spokesman Professional Golfers Orgiusizasaid.
Lion.
As an author, he has writOpen officials made the anEDMUND pausing hold, a git
heckle placard in Boston .ind point, t,
RICHARD NIXON no almost hidden as bi- ten many books, some of which nouncement Tuesday, one day
podium f..1 her to speak She asked what he's doing about the war.
are being used as text books in after the Los Angeles Open said
speaks in Cincinnati. Wife sits on platform
Nti
colleges. He has also served as it was going with the APG over
Almost one-third of drivt:s 1Immigrant to the United States'editor of The Gospel Advocate, the Professional Golfen' Assoc.
George Washington was the
Involved in fatal accidents in from the foothills of the Rims- ; The Gospel Guardian, and The
inauguratbe
to
president
only
United States in 1967 were layas.
Banner.
• • •
_
Bible
The AP'G was formed by dised in two cities. New York in the
25 years of age
of Paris. Tenn., satisfied players on the PGA
under
1793.
in
Philadelphia
Crowley. La.. is known as the rrerald Sykes
1789 and
• • .
will direct the congregational tour
t dge is an "Rice Capital of America"
The h k
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CANDIDATES HUSTLING AROUND THE HUSTINGS Gospel Meet
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Two-Watch Me
NEW YORK

Planned At
Green Plain

HUSERT HUMPHREY chats with Frank Sinatra
Mrs Albert Lasker at a campaign gathering in New York
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KING FEATURES SYNDICATE

YOUR OTASCO MAN SAYS:
"Let me show you the best selection of toys and gifts
in our 50 year history! Big savings, too!"

LAYAWAY NOW! NO EXTRA CHARGE! SMALL DEPOSIT!
6-Pc. Combination
it
I IELyc
IliackeDecker.
I Black&Decker.
4
WRENCH
1 4"Deluxe SAW
DRILL 7/
SET
KIT
Sale Price
Complete with Steel Carrying Case

IT'S CONSIDERED bad mariners to point.
wave or fiddle with fcrk kriff or spoor,

Sole
Price

HEAD UP at the table Don't let yours
hang SU low that it almo, touches plate.
•

•

Super Value' Box & Open-end

i%renches. 4.1.164.11

BlackaDecker.

Table

I I - Ionie

$26.41
Value

Talk

•

Golden saw.

11 -pc kit with jigsaw, 6
blades & pouch, hex
wrench & holder. Complete with case. 42-134-2
Block S Docker Jigsaw
only. 42-'54-1 /
17.77

adiustahle depth & bevel
cuts. blade guard retractor
Amp I hp
& rip fen«-

Mind Manners
When You Dine

Week &
Docker Si"
Drill. Az -,1; 14.44

42!•-ee 4

1111,10f . 42

Block & Decker Heavy Duty
Sow with case. 42 -,4•4 64.99

Choose Flying° for Quality & Low Price!
20-inch "WILDCAT"1 Deluxe 20" "Scorpion" 3-Speed STICK-SHIFT

ly JOAN O'SULUVAN
VERYONE knows how to
"eat--it's something we a...
do at least three times a day.
But not everyone knows how
to eat properly- neatly nicely
gracefully It is an art that
should be mastered for ban
table manners are distasteful
and. frightening thought. ye'.
may have them without even
being aware of it
So play it safe and. r.ext
time you sit down at the table
focus attention on your tab.e
manners Avoid making any of
the following all-too-comrr.or.
erro. rs
• Mealtime Ma rath r.
Don't be a gulp-and-go diner
Bolting down food is not only
bad for your digestion but
ruinous for your image Eat
'lowly Dinnertime should Tic:
be a rush hour
•Conversation Cues' Table
talk helps make a meal more
pleasurable but the rules to observe here includes these:
Avoid explosive topics that
are apt to bring on apoplexy
or indigestion.
Steer clear of gruesome details ii e Aunt Minme's opera-

JIGSAW KIT

NU.
amellmaar
Ulna
'ALOE

-.Kit in htinds
• - pIassisj

America's most
Popular Bike!

,sovs

BANANA
SEAT

Girls

INI

.411 lefloctor

NIGH RISE

... HANN!
BARS

Dual Tube Frame

S

DONT TILT your chair so it rests on two legs, and don't
sit so far from the table or spills will land in your lap.
toni
Never make a point by way:
.ng a fork, knife or spoon.
Never join a conversation
when your mouth is full - off cod
•Sitting Pretty It is bad
form to slouch at the table: to
;et your head hang so low It is
.-dmost at plate level: to prop
Yourself up by resting both elbows 'on -the table: to lean
back so that the front legs of
your chair are up in the air:
to wrap your legs around the
(hair legs.
Sit tall and straight. feet

CANTILEVER
FRAME

neatly together, y o ii r chair
close to the table
• Makeup Manners' Do not •
comb hair or make extensive
cosmetic repairs at the table
Bad table manners are abhorrent at any time When
you-re dining out in a posh restaurant, they may make -you
the focus of all eyes The photographs here, which were

toJ

staged at a popular New York
restaurant. Tavern on the
Green give a vivid picture of
how others see you if your

tti.1114-4 III
• litgh-Contour

CHROME
RIMS

table manners are nal up 'to

Handlebars
Motorcycle Style Saddle

• motorcycle
Style Saddle

Rim., Fenders and
Chrome Saddle Supports

• Chromi/

-

Sale Price

• Whotewoll

Chrome saddle supports, front and rear
hand caliper brake, rear racing slick, red
band, chrome fenders & rims, flamboyant
and olive.

ir•s

Studded R•or
Tire
• Coaster Brake
Ball-Bearing Pedals

Flanibims ant %chin..
Slate approved rear
reflector & Deluxe
features. es.'rci

Deluxe

Flying0

TRIKES

Flying0

WAGON
Ai 1401

red steel
•dy, rubber tires.
x lvheels 10-221
I"

TRACTOR

'Br ight

-Express- Wagon
Boll-breonng wheels • •

69
I 88

Ball-bearing chain
drive, tractor tread
rear wheels, trailer
hitch, similated plugs
& ignition wires.
Dislo•• Disis•I Tractor.
Sup*c volu•I os,

Fubular frame,
step plate &
step-up plate
form. Ball-bear
mg front wheel
45-154.1 10" size
Flamboyant red

1681

Dirhea• 12" Tribe. scises 9 93
Detains 16" Trikii. 644440 11.93

26 83

• io

Tubular frame, large
step plate & rear plate
form
Ball-bearing
front wheel. chrome I
rocket fin fender.
Whitewall tires FlamIS Meeker Pin
boyant magenta
12 ileslies Pis
Seim ••00i 11.93

Tribe.. tom •
110"
Tribe. 6,INS I

•
13 ail
IS 93

THESE PRICES GOOD AT ALL OTASCO STORES
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
POINTLNG A PINKIE Is Considered bad
form Fold it under when you hold (.4

MURRAY, KY.

MODEL 5tartled chic diners at Tavern
on the Green by combing hair at table.

PHONE 753-8391

wreSsmehemmam,:—
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4
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• Pickup
• Tin Liz
• Jungle V
with Anil

They're

58

in
In

•
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that the percentage of multiple
ownership increased with the
owner's age Nearly 85 per cent
of those in the over-50 bracket
reported having two or more
timepieces

—

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

the native tourist-artifact inIndustrial Imitators
LIMA, Peru (UPD — The dustry. the Federation comFederation of Peruvian Arti- plained.
sans protested to the government that patterns taken from
ancient Inca designs that had
been a great boost to the coun- Ilkainning
HOLLYWOOD
UPI ) —
try's tourist and weaving industry were being copied by Katharine Ross will begin her
German. Italian and Japanese seven-year contract for Universal with the feminine lead
manufacturers
in "The Public Eye," with Ross
The foreign products are invading the country, displacing Hunter. producing in England.

Sweet Yield

NEW YORK (UPI. — The
MONTPELIER, Vt, (Upp_
one-watch man appears to be
Vermont has the country's biggoing the way of the une-car
gest maple syrup yield over
family. A nationwide market
721,000 gallons per year) and
profile of individuals who acthe biggest maple sugar proquired accutron electronic
duction about 55,000 pounds a
timepieces in 1967 discloses
year.
that better than three-quarters
of them own two or more
Starfish aren't real fish—
Adhesive - backed
United
watches in running order.
States postage stamps first they're five - legged spineless
The Bulova study revealed went on sale July
animals.
1. 1847

ad
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Heavy Paperwork

Guests

I Major Role

HOLLYWOOD lUPI)—Debble Reynolds. Johnny Carson
DETROIT (UPI) — American business consumes more and Danny Thomas have all
than 325,000 tons of punched taped guest appearances on the
cards, plus thousands of miles new "Don Rickles Show."
of magnetic tape, punched
tape and microfilm annually,
Scientists are trying to teach
reports Kelly Services, Inc.,
national supplier of temporary the porpoise, or bottle-nosed
help services.
dolphin, to speak English, says
the National Geographic,

Ii

—
HOLLYWOOD ( U P I
Spain's top dramatic actor,
Fernando Rey, will play a major role in "The Adventurers"
for Paramount.

Oklahoma City has the only
capitol in the world with a
working oil well under it

-

Your OTASCO Man
Says:
S.. our large selection of

GIFTS

gifts! Use our Layaway Plan!
1

ed
an
Ls

In
ay

•

TgiLAYA
rLAWAYIP1N 11)
01
01E1
1
W•
NO EXTRA CHARGE!
SMALL DEPOSIT HOLDS

I

Lid
et

Baby Heather"

IC
is

DOLL
•

and 25"
HI-CHAIR
Plus Feeding Set
$9 VALUE

4.. "Baby SAY 'N SEE"

599

tio

HIGHWAY SET

01Ta111111

Sale
Price

you make your,""
'is?
told lik• st

ACTION

MOTORIFIC'S

TEA

$20 VALUE

She says
10 different
things!
"Con

'
OP

$15
VALUE

•

15711.!.

99
-.01.1111111

Pow

west'9'7°
Ara 10117.44‘.:1
;,...6C00 CSAI
tIr

• - -•,ta
She's 18" tall! She drinks &
wets, has moving eyes and
rooted hair. She sits in her
all-steel Cosco hi-chair and
has her own feeding set.
/0-1os

•

91

Her lips move as her eyes
look around! Pull the talking ring & she says the cutest
things! Dressed in frilled
over-dress, panties, booties
& bow.

..S%
;

t

Special Purchase!

Realistic highway, easy to assemble. No wires! no plugs! Curved and
straight tracks plus 8 trestles. Has collapsing bridge by-pass and 2
switches for right & left. Wrecker truck included! Battery operated!
70-811-5

WN
LL
OYS
MATTEL IDEAL REMCO HORSMAN
Speckil Purchase! Betty Crocker
•

LOW, L'
TOPPER & OTHERS

BAKING
SET

PEG 'N PLAY DESK

'LT" "TWISTER"
BRADLEY'S

$5 Value

CHATTER
PHONE

The Game That Ties
You in Knots!

Sale Price

Twister
Till GAME THAT TIES vOti UP 01 *MOTS

$2.50 Value

296

$6 Value

p.

vL
4i .

)
,A16„,
.4•10-

Oodles of goodies
to make! Cakes.
frostings, pans.
cookie sheet and
cutters! 70-214-3

INCREDIBLE EDIBLES
or KOOKY KAKES
a

$14 Values

&ace

Complete with
chalk, eraser, colored pegs. Blackboard one side,
pegboard other
side:

Lid raises for
storage space.
10-2s5.5

A cute pull toy with moving eyes •
& "chatter" sound. Bell on dial.

Moldsto form luscious
crawling things of
sugarless candy-flavored goop or edible
kakes & animals to
eat! 7o-61741e-it

$5 value! Fun for
the whole family.
A laugh a minute!
70418-5

70.485-4

SPECIAL GIFTS! BIG SAVINGS!
DUTCH SKILLET FOOTBALL

"SEE 'N SAY"
TOYS
*cuet &co.

and TEE

by

Both For

Fully automatic! 51
/
2qt. capacity. Cooks,
bakes or fries!

Clocks that talk, teach words
& sounds by pulling Magic
Ring The Farme , the Bee or
Disneyland. 70-261, *.92

Official size and °weight
Tough vinyl. White stripes.

Removable
Control

•L

1%11ktp,.

63-313-8

SOCKET SET

IbMilit
10-Pieces

/784
52-335-8

..°404144.4.44super

He's
a
Character'

Electric

FOOTBALL
GAME

Sturdy

STEEL TOYS

"SNAPPY"
PLUSH DOG

$7
Value

• Pickup Truck
• Tin Liz

1

13

OTASCO

FORFT
AHMEI E
LY
NITIR E

•

• Jungle Wagon
with Animals

They're big, sturdy &
0.419.',420 I
,

$3
Value
The thrills & excitement of a
real game! Call your own plays.
Set your own defense. 70-4271

!,4
04- 10/24 --A

lie's ready for flight with his scarf
and goggles! Has. floppy ears
button eyes. 70.1%.7

THESE PRICES GOOD AT All OTASCO STORES

ELEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, KY.

PHONE 753-8391

pie

(

Montclair

Percolator
Sale Price
Automatic 10.
cup size. Flavor
selector. Signal
light. With
cord. 12-520

WITH CASE
7 x 35 Power

S111111
‘Itst0
'
•./

a110-

MIXER
52-342

BINOCULARS

(
1 wav2.oal
13404—

Portable

111

pi•

Chrome plated
alloy steel! 7 sockets, spark plug
socket, extension
& ratchet. Plastic
case.

Sea

Montclai r

3-speed. Push button release for beaters. Cord attached

.....,,,,,
.
0000000
---- 0§001
"

,,„

Sale
Price

"
ss
I 1

1499

Coated lens, center focus
Field of view is 367' at 1000
yards. 63-944

•

;

••••••4"

CY
w

--..•••••.......••••••••••••••11411141.1441nehiningeo.....-
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TV CAMEOS: Matt) 1

BOATING

LEMAY REPORTS TO WALLACE --Back in Washington from a
tour of Vietnam. Curtis LeMay 'left'. George Wallace's
running mate. tells Wallace the Communists have taken
advantage cf restricted bombing of North Vietnam to make
a "very significant" buildup in supplies_

POUCE GUAJtD BOSTON FIREMEN Policemen Frank Doyle
and Albert Kniupo, ride shotgun for firemen answering a
call in .Bostcn as attacks on firefighters continue in the
Rosburyi-North Dorchester sections. Bullets shattered glass
of the tillerman's new protective canopy upper left'

Harmony Marks
Marty, Steve Split—But They're Not Mad Reorganization
Of Purchase EOC

By JACK WOLlEITON
NEW YORK , UPII—One of
the big problems with today's
pleasure boats is carrying
enough fuel to provide a full
day on the water withoLL
heading for shore to refill the
tanks
One solution many boatmen
have found is the use of rubberised utility tanks, which
will give a boat "longer legs"
at sea and still leave plenty of
leg room on deck
U ii like metal containers.
which take up as much room
empty as when filled, the rubberized tanks after the contents are used can be rolled up
and stowed away in a small
area.
These flexible tanks, widely
used by industry to store fuel,
come in special 60- to 200-gallon sizes for boats. Made by
Goodyear, the tanks can be
used in temperatures ranging
from 40 degrees below zero to
Linda Evans plays opposite inulti•telentesi Allen in litany's debut
160 above.
as CI serious actor on the "Big Valley" show come November 11
Rugged and seaworthy, they
are constructed of an abraBy MEL HEIMER
about it is that he's so good the shook me awake and said 'You'll
sion-resistant nylon fabric imMARTY ALLEN. the man producers are considering put- have to leave now; my huspregnated with a specially
who looks like one of those ting the segment up for an Ern- band's coming home'"
compounded rubber. -- -award
The Allen-Rossi team was
Because they are collapsible, weighted round little dolls with n":a:.‘e
St.
iii. nd I could go on for
a
of
mop
horse
hair
glued
on
active for ten years. Nat Cole
the tanks minimize the vaporitime,
a
long
I
think.'
Marty having
been the catalyst in
zation loss that occurs in con- top with spirit gum. is break- says. "playing nightclubs
and bringing
ing up at long last with his
it together Actually,
ventional types of storage
and
fairs
so
on,
and
making a
partnerStev
sinfirig
e
Rossi
aside from an ill-fated venture
tanks. There is no void to colbut it is. Marty says. a breakup lot of money But we've proved a few years
ago It never was
lect vapors since the top of the unique
in the annals of comedy our point. and I'd like to try a a regular TV
attraction ,but
bag always rests on the sur- learns.
couple of other things I think
face of the fuel.
I can act. and I want to see If surprisingly enough, when the
"We
is
not
mad
at
each
"Miracle White- people conductA full 100-gallon tank measwhat I think is right "
ed a survey, they found Allen
• • •
ures 34 inches wide, 60 inches other,' he declares flatly, "and
we're
still
good
friends_
Corns
long and 18 inches wide EmpHE HAS no money worries, was considered one of the five
to
think
of
it.
how
many
other
course: aside from buying big top daytime television attracty, it rolls up into a compact, teams
can say that' Martin of
package 42 inches long and 7
Kitts for his parents, such as tions
..nd
Lewis.
Abbott
and
.
.
Costello houses and autos. Allen
inches in diameter for easy
isn't a
stowage. Tanks weigh from 20 and Lord knows who else
spendthrift.
SUPPOSE
too,
And,
that's because
he's just
they all seemed to drift apart
to 34 pounds empty.
I have done so many guest shots
over differences of opinion and signed to be the TV spokesman
Because these tanks hug the temperament
for -Miracle White." the deter- on 'Personality' a n d 'Holly"
deck, there is no in.ssing or
gent that ranks eighth in the wood Squares and so on," Mar . • .
rolling, as with metal drums.
nation as far as spending ad,n- Rtehaellyd..laIl'voen been
MARTY decided to break yertising money goes.
u).p reantldWdtosSa
t
If lashed down, flexible utility
-Actually. I got the Big Val- about every TV show there ,is,
tanks can even be carried on away from Steve for pretty much
the bow Lashing usually is not the same reason Ed Ames left his , ley' role because Jules Levy: except the late-night 'SermonSermon,inging brothers because there ' one of the co-producers. was cite' and one day I hope to benecessary aft
were other entertainment fields watching Steve and I work in on that
• • •
in which he hadn't romped For Las Vegas and he was imMeanwhile. the now-serious
Some of the big reasons for
.7. s.'
.saival
seriousley
acting and pressed by a bit of pantomime actor Marty Allen remains one
the current surge in popularity
TV's
that
of
I do." Marty says. -He told of the gentlemen In the show
of small craft sailing are the November
IL we'll be sable
h"
. to me I'm going to find something
easy LO trail, easy to launch ',et
. Just how good the talented for you in my series. if you're business. He also remains a
die-hard Pittsburgh Pirate ball
and sail fiberglass centerboard Mr. Allen is
in that direction. interested: and he did '
fan, and he sits in New York's
boats in the 12- to 16-foot He's doing a serious
To play Waldo Diefendorfer, Shea Stadium, home of the
role as
class.
Waldo Diefendorfer, a misfit, in Marty had to have his famous Mets, with a Pirate
cap on,
A good example is the Lido the company of the
resident old fright-wig cut quite short, and waving a Pirate banner—while
14. a simple. safe-to-ope.ral,e, pros. Barbara Stanwyck
and his witty wife. Frenchy, looked the Metz are playing the Cubs.
no-fuss craft which is remark- Dick: Long and the only
ru- at him strangely. -Then later, , "It helps a little in my business
ably fast and easy to maintain. mor filtering out of Hollywood about
4 a m " Allen says. -she to be crazy." he says.
There are racing fleets of Lido
i.etributed by King Features Syndicate
14s in many areas of the United States and in some foreign /
,Computer Rates Cards
countries
Thailand Gains
Retail Credit
KANSAS CITY, Mo. .UPI)—
Key to the Lido's fast, easy
BANGKOK (UPII — ThaiSAN MATEO, Calif. (UPI
rigging, is the hinge mount Because of the computer, it A computer study
by the Na- land's gross national product
mast that steps on deck There will never be Christmas in tional Federation
of Independ- GNP rose 69 per cent durare bnly two fastenings—a sin- July on the greeting card ent Business
indicates 24 per ing the last fiscal year. reachgle bolt that secures the base scene. Hallmark Cards has fed cent of all
retailers accept ing $4,320,000.000 (W, accordof the mast to the hinge mount descriptions of its more than bank credit
ing to the National Economic
cards.
deck, and a turnbuckle on 14.000 cards into a computer
The business organization, Development Board.
the forestay The two sidestays to determine which cards are which sent out
The average per capita in12,838 questionneed to be connected to the most popular nationally, naires, said about
14 per cent come was about 8113. an inchain plates only the first time which are most popular in par- of the
retailers' business is crease of VI 30, the report said.
the boat is rigged They can be ticular areas and what kinds of done on
Although agricultural producthe cards.
eft attached thereafter, even cards appeal to its 20.000 dealtion dropped 5 per cent be- i
during layup storage periods. er,.
cause of poor weather, indusAbout 27 per cent of the na- trial
The hinge mount does double
That way people and dealers
production increased 18.1
duty It also serves as a crotch promptly get the cards they tion's 3 million 4-H club mem- per cent to
about .700 million.
live
bers
in
for securing the mast to the want when they want them.
towns and cities.
•
•
•
boat when trailing
And not only does the compuA specially designed •tilt-up ter analyze card preferences, it
A weasel will not hesitate to
The ladybug beetle can gobrudder combined with a pivot- also can predict fashion trends attack a creature 30 times its ble up to 50 aphids or other
type centerboard makes shal- and moods.
Pests a day
size.
low water sailing safe and
worry free.
The Lido carries six perfaans
n- comfort It has an all
moulded deck, hull and contoured seats designed for full
fore and aft stretch -out comfort.
Over-all length is 14' feet,
beam 6 feet and draft 5 inches
with centerboard up Draft is
4 feet. 3 inches with centerboard down.

HOLIDAY INN
Murray, Kentucky
Reservations - Phone 753-5986

MANILA 'UPI i —There are
000 policemen in the Philip, times, a country with a 34 million population. That's equal to
one policeman for every 1.132
Filipinos.

FAMILY STYLE SE4R104
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ALL YOU CARE TO EAT. . . OF THE
FINEST FOOD IN MURRAY!!

$2.25

Get it at your favorite grocer
or from your Route Salesman.

Childrens Portion
$1000

Ryan Milk Co.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

THANKSGIVING Di N Nil
Awaiting the tu.mevoming of
her husband. Apollo 7 astroria.ut Walter Schirra, Mg... Jo
Schirra does some grocery
:hopping in Seabrd...k. Tex..
in previretion for an early
Thanksgiving dinner

Open Serving Complete Dinners
After Homecoming Game

Quaity &multi"

PP.o.e, 753-1462

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
LET US FILL YOUR NEXT
PRESCRIPTION
2 Registered Pharmacists
To Serve You
Byron Foraus and Roy
Bottle of 204

ASPIRIN
Squibb 5-Grain
Reg

37e

69e

•

6

47

PREPARATION II
i::

HELP 1
•

COTY EL/6

CEPACUL
ANTISEPTIC
MOUTHWASH

66(1

"
:
Re .

1

AP
CHICHU
- Black
- Brown
1 - Fawn l
Phone 7

riple Size
SOFF
COSMETIC

Reg.
69s

PUFFS
Barof IN 39

MURRAY'S MObi' COMPLETE MEN'S

FRAGRANCE BAR

Sea

Z

Southaidf
Murra3

2

A Man's Cologne or Shaving Lotion te Satiety the
Most Discriminating Taste
C
-.,EBRITISH STERLING - BRAVURA - PUB - ENGLISHZ
LATHER - 8MuGGL.r..111'El GOLD - JADE EAST - GTO
GUERLAIN - 4711 PUB - BRUT - CANOE - GIVEXCHY
SQUIBB

•

62.50 Value
MAGNETIC

VIGRAN

FLASHLIGHT

CHEWABLE
VITAMINS
Reg. $2.98

MECHANIC w
experienced A
Sanders and
Sales, 1406 w.:
NJ.
WANTED: Reg
deliver Sunday
motor route
Profit, approx
per Sunday. W
mas, P. 0. Box
Ky.

OINTMENT

$t9

4-BEDROOM I
Drive 1 blocl
School. Has Li
library with lo
and double d
and air cond
baths, utility
$27,500.
NEW 3-BED]
Easy Y Manor
ily room, 1'4
100 x 200 ft
anxious to se
any reasonabli
5-BEDROOM
17th Street, h
kitchen and d
ty carport, tw
and 1 bath c
college studen
make paymen
private entnar
AT STELLA a
and 24 acres
in air-conditic
bath. Garage,
several apple
and priced at
ON North 5th
on large lot.
dovns, lots of I
fine garden
$8450. Possess
AT HAZEL a I.
and 1% acres
$8,000.
NEW 3-BEDR(
eentral heat ar
trig, family roc)i
carpet, range,
will trade for c
kits or sell w
payment $21.00
3-BEDROOM bi
street, electric
dows and door
ad, extra nice
and priced at $
WE HAVE 2
Street that are
levd housen f
$3500.
ROBERTS REA
Main Street, P

BRICK HOUSE;
two baths, cus
and carpet th
800 Call 753-87
merit

English

NEW FRAGRANCE b

z

Now(
Til
9 O'c
Friday 1

EV E EA DY

$2"

$1"

=Miltrfall IIM111:FAVittli1C;
%III WI 2_JL9

I

1

NEW 3-BEDR
Carpeted thi
heat and eis
bage chAPoona.
range and ft
room. Priced I
753-2477.

8044r

510 9 P.M. EVERY- FRIDAY

Delicious Ryan Egg Nog
for Murray State Homecoming
parties.

310eect4a
DRUGS
1171/kene

'SAL RSTAI

10 x 50 PT
er on one i
ch•yer and
abided, Will I
or trailer onl
or 435-4651.

Try a new emoting experience! Spray mist, pure
spray, perfume dusting powder, perfume pure
Only $5.00 & WOO.
spray. Try it now!

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish and Hushpuppies
• Fried Oysters • Fantail Shrimp • Scallops
• Casserole Dishes • Two Vegetables
• Potatoes • 13 Assorted Salads

Just In Tine For
HOMECOMING

3

MAYFIELD, Ky., Oct. .23— way County and McCracken
Directors of the Purchase Area County Commissioner T. R. GrifOpportunity Council started the fin Jr.
laborious task of reorganization
Marshall County Judge Pal
under its new acting director, Howard heads the housing comCurlee Brown of Paducah, with mittee. Other members are
almost none of the rancor that Judge McCuiston, Graves Counhas marked its recent history. ty Judge Dick Castleman and
With Mayor Holmes Ellis of Dave Willis of Murray.
Murray acting as chairman in
Members of the educatiii%
place of Brown, the acting di- committee are Dr. Ray Mc"
rector, t h e board approved field of Murray State Universiseveral moves recommended by ty, Marshall County School Supt.
Brown aimed at setting the Reed Conder, Benton
School
poverty program back on its Supt.
Joe Duke, Leon Miller and
feet.
the Rev. Albert Dethrow.
The council is operating on a
Ellis also named Calloway
month-to-month basis at present.
County Attorney Bob Miller,
The national poverty office
Judge Howard a n d Paducah,
han•t yet approved its plan for
Corporation Counsel J. William
reorganization. There was no
Howerton a committee to rewr:*)
word tonight on what progress.
if any, has been made toward the council's constitution and byhiring a new permanent direc- laws.
To try to solve the problem of
- tor.
One of the actions recom- coordinating the poverty promended by Brown, approved gram in Graves, Marshall 'anti
unanimously by the board, was Calloway counties, t h e board
the cancellation of a request authorized a full-time secretar,'
for VISTA (Volunteers In Ser- to coordinate the programs in
vice To America) workers in Calloway and Marshall counties
and another for Graves Countv
the area.
The board elected Dr. Mofiel
Brown recommended that the
VISTA program be eliminated as vice chairman of the board
Brown announced that, his
because of inadequate control
plan for reorganization calls foover their acti‘ities.
"They were told they coulo delegate boards to be elected
work any group they please. in each community, with the
I don't feel any group should aim of reactivating communitv
centers and revitalizing probe allowed to do lust as they
grams.
please," said Brown.
On Brown's recommendation,
Ellis appointed three committees Studs Stop Skids
to work on three aspects of the
WILLIAMSPORT, Pa (UPI
poverty program—labor, hous- —Only one accident has occurred in wet weather on the Maring and education.
ket Street bridge. an open st-eel
Heading the labor committee deck span over the Susqueis Paul Lester of Murray. Other hanna river here. since 450,000
skid-reducing steel studs were
members are Mayor Guy Mathis
welded to it a year ago, the
of Benton, Alton Arnold, County
Pennsylvania Department of
Judge Hall McCuiston of Callo- Highways reports
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PHIAL MATZ FOR SALO
10 a 50 FT two-bedroom trailer on one acre lot. Washer,
dryer and air-conditioner in°hided. Will sell trailer and lot
or trailer only. Phone 7534123
or 435-4651.
0-35-C
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick house
Carpeted throughout, central
heat and air-tondtioned, garbage disposal, built in oven and
range and fireplace in family
room. Priced to sell now. Phone
753-2477.
0-24-C

LEDGER

&

TIMFS - MURRAY. KENTUCKY

THURSDAY - OCTOBER 24. 196ll

ANT
NOTICS

Ramming Rage
LONDON 4 UPI)-Mrs. UrSEPTIC TANK pumping. Call
Glen Rudolph 4742302 Aunty sula Villiers, 43, who is sepaExchange.
Nov.-74' rated from her husband, said
In court that "sheer frustraDOMESTIC RABBITS: Breed- tion" caused her to ram her
ing stock, pets. Packaged-cut car into the padlocked iron
meat, 750 lb. Delivered in or gates of a house where her husnear Murray on Saturdays. Fol- band is living with someone
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- low
sign 5 miles north of Mur- else
vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky, C. ray
or call 753-1861 Nov.-22-C
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176.
Lynnville, Ky.
Nov.-16-C BEFORE YOU BUY a mobile
home, wait for the opening of
POULAN CHAIN SAWS, 13 mo- Murray Mobile
Homes. Opendels, starting at $129.95. Sales
ACROSS
5-Exist
ing loon next to the Holiday
and service available at Sea- Inn on U. S.
6-River in Rely
6-41 South. TFC 1-Cushion
fords Lawn and Garden Equip7-Chemical
4-Stared
compound
ment, Route 1, Benton. Phone NANCY ROGERS is now workopen mouthed
8-Think
437-5312 or Waldrop' Saw and ing at Hill's Beauty Shop in
9-Tangled
Lock Shop in Murray. Nov.-19-C Hazel For appointment call 12-Time gone by
10-Employ
13-Got up
492-8722.
0-24-C
11-Parent
14-Man's name
NICE tOPFER SKIN sweet po(coital.)
tatoes. Please bring your con- WE ARE IN the market for
16-River island
18-Storage
17-Tried
pits
tainers. Cooper Jones, Jones' your torn. Farmington Sweet
20-Take
19-Falsehood
Mill, Tenn. Phone 247-5283Feed Mill, Farmington, Ken- 20-Forgive
unlawfully
21 -Portion
044-C tucky. Call 345-2225
0-24-C 21-Narrow,
22 Citrus fruit

Checks Run Gamut
ST. LOUIS UPD-The U.S.
Army Aviation Materiel Command, St. Louis, wrote 139.080

PIANOS! 4 out of 5 families
find what they want at Reed
Music-Benton 527-8955. Off
Highway 58, Barns Grocery
Used Console; Univ. Trade,
Baby Gran.
Nov.-14-C

checks
during
fiscal
1968,
ranging from 816,064,161
In)
to a penny.
The one-cent check was a

"bookkeeping

adjustment,"

spokesman said

CROSSWORD PUIZLE

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
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4-BEDROOM brick on LocLoma
HEADIN' INTO THE HOME STRETCH With election day drawing ,neal. presidential candiDrive 1 block from Robertson
date Georke Wallace I left) stares over the top of his eyeglasses
as hecklers disrupt his
School. Has large family room,
speech in Moline. III., and (right) Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey dons a yamilkc
library with lots of book shelves
prior to addressing A crowd in the preckminantly Jewish section of Brooklyn.
and double desk, central heat
and air condition, carpeted, 2
baths, utility and priced at
0
$27,500.
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick in
Easy Y Manor, extra large fam2if
I at board
ily room, 1% baths, utility, lot
23 Suitable
36-Ordinance
45-Reverence
23-Preposition
RUGS
a sight? Company com- WHEN SHOPPING for gifts
100 x 200 ft., owner is very
25-horse gods
37 Obstructed
24-Jump
46-Distant
26 Board
39-Defeats
anxious to sell, will ,onsider ing? Clean them right with visit our shop at 516 South 11th 27-Pronoun
47 Man's
28
Enemy
40
-Deface
Blue Lustre. Rent electric sham- Street. We have many different
any reasonable bid.
name
29 Small rug
42-Bird's
29-Pattern
48 Tattered
5-BEDROOM brick on North pooer $1. Western Auto Store. Items to choose from, such as 30-Part of "to be"
31-More
home
cloth
impolite
43 Beams
0-26-C lamps, pictures, wall plaques, 31- Decay
17th Street, has 2 baths, large
32 Soak
44 Edible
32 Ethiopian title
51-Sun
grape clusters, statues and nu- 33-A
kitchen and dining area, utili- FLUFFY
35-Steel
beam
god
rcot
continent
'oft and bright as merous
other items. Open 6
ty carport, two of these rooms
(abbr.)
new. That's what cleaning rugs
1
days a week from 9 a. m. to 3 34-Vagrant
2
3 :,4.. 1
and 1 bath can be rented to
5
6
7
II "9
10 11
will do when you use Blue Lus36-Permit
p. m. James Cohoon owner and 37-Noise
college students for enough to
tre! Rent electric shampooer
..-.-.P.
12
operator.
0-24-P 38-Wife of Geraint
make payments. They have a
Av.
$1. Tidwell's Paint Store,
39-Flying mammal
,.:...7..:
private entrance, $19,000.
15
11
18
40-Man's name
0-26-C
.C..17
AT STELLA a 2-bedroom house
41-Renov
ate
AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE
t....,,
c.•,
..,fi 9
43-Male sheep
and 2% acres of land, has built- 23-INCH MAPLE, Early Ameri.
iick,It 20
•:.‘••'-'4•:•.•,,
44.Spanish priests
in air-conditioner, utility and can TV. $100.00. Also. 1 electric 1965 CHEVROLET 2-ton truck, 46-1'iller slide
soil
11 - 22
:23
'
`- 7 24
25 26
with
new
grain
bed.
bath. Garage, storage room, 4-stack
Larry
19-1e
in diie
Col..:?:‹
220 heater, $30.00.
_4-several apple trees, good well Phone 753-7546.
%
t •''1
--. .
2.9
0-24-C lie, Farmington, Ky. Call 345- 52-Guido's
.,..."..
..
5541.
::
and priced at $7,000.
0-25-C
high
30
31
`NA, 33
';':*-' 33
note
ON North 5th a 5-room house NEW TOOL BOX, set of carrative
on large lot. Has storm win- penter tools. Call Dal Adams, 1949 CADILLAC, 4-door sedan. 53-Compa
re.
34
35
ending
•-,y,..,, 37
......
dows, lots of large shade trees, 753-4600.
0-24-P Excellent condition. $195.00. 54-Former
Phone 753-3545.
0-29-C
Russian
38
.'"?..
s 3.9''
fine garden and priced at
Fulers
GIRLS CLOTHES, size toddler
$8450. Possession with deed.
4
"•‘;
'
1••• 4 I
42
1-2 & 3; boys sue 1 & 2. Call 1964 CORVE i 1 t. Sting-ray con- ' 55-Excavate
.-.."e°6'
AT HAZEL a Large frame house
vertible
hardtop
and
with
air753-6078.
0-24-C
DOWN
4.--.45
44 45
and 1% acres of land for only
47 48
conditioning. Can see at 1105
$6,000.
1•Equality
GIBSON BASS and amplifier. South 16th or call 7534442.
49
.1'•
50
51
2
Mature
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick with Weight lifting set. A pair of
0-26-C 3-Unit of
POLES APART Using heavy poles, demonstrating students try to break the front gate of
°entrel heat and air condition- 850 x 14 racing slicks. Phone
53
currency
55
the Japanese Self-Defense Agency headquarters in Tokyo. They were some of more than
4 Opening in
1964
FORD
:•:°_,
ing, family room with fireplace, 753-6041.
Galaxie,
clean
and
0-24-P
fence
240.000 demonstrators protesting the war in Vietnam.
Distr. by United FP lure Syndicate, Inc. 24
good motor. Phone 753-5029.
carpet, ranee, disposal, utility,
(Radiophoto)
will trade for cheaper house or 1967 BSA, 175 motorcycle.
0-26-P
•
lots or sell with small down Like new. Phone 753-7389.
LOST OR STOLEN
0-24-C
payment 821,000.
3-BEDROOM brick on Henry
LOST:
One large Irish setter,
CHILDRENS CLOTHES, Girls
\,
street, electric heat, storm winfemale, 4 years old, solid ret! IIF.A 1;L.'US
sizes
12-14,
boys
sizes
14-18.
N!f
...,(LiE5,
MISS
qE6, MA'AM...I KNOW WHERE
dows and doors, fully insulatSHE SHOULDN'T HAVE RE1:ERRED
Reward
for
information of
0-25-C
ed, extra nice hardwood floors Call 753-5324.
OTHMAR
FOR REINS OFFENDED. TO Lft0 AS"THE FUNNY-LOOKING
7
THE
,
.
14E
BLAME
UVES..I'LL TAKE HIM HOME
whereabouts Call Larry Bogard
and priced at $14,500.
1964 RITZ CRAFT 57' x 10' or Aubrey Hatcher.
STIVENT IN il !
0-26-C
KID WITH THE BIG NO5E
WE HAVE 2 lots on Henry hoiiae trailer, 3-bedroom, full
/It
ME?
FRONT
OF
Street that are- ideal for split
4,
1 baths, 1966 ScheFOR RENT
level houses for $2850 AM elle
2-becnetith house
'I
$3500.
trailer, one owner; 1965 Pontiac 6-ROOM HOUSE at 202
'I,
South
ROBERTS REALTY, 506 West Catalina 2-door hard-top. ma'
Main Street, Phone 753-1651. roon, double power, bought new 12th. Newly decorated Available now. Cell 753-8944 or 7530-25-C locally. Phone 753-1893 Exten- 3864.
0-24-C
sion
69.
0-25-C
BRICK HOUSE; three bedrooms
3
BEDROOM
house
with part
two baths, custom draperies FULL-BLOODED German Shepand carpet throughout. $26,. herd puppies, 8 weeks old. ially furnished basement apartment
and garage near Carter
800. Call 753-8787 for appoint- Will sell cheap. Call 498-8528.
School. Available November 1
ment
TFC
0-26-C Phone 753-8175
TFC
GIRLS CLOTHES sizes 10 to FOUR-ROOM, unfurnished
aSELF WANTS°
12. Real good condition. Phone partment, private bath.
Heat,753-7495 after 400 p. m.
water
furnished. Two blocks:
MAYBE Yoy'LL
I DON'T ENJOY
•
MECHANIC wanted. Must be
0-26-C from court square Adults onexperienced. Apply in person.
FOOTB
L
.
ALL
ENJOY
IT MORE
WATCH
THE
ly. Call 753-2690.
0-26-P
Sanders and Purdom Motor 1967 MODEL Electric Range.
GAME
-Sales, 1406 W. Main Si, Murray, Call 753-4987 after 5:00 p. m.
FOR SALE OR RENT
0-26-P
Ky.
0-30-C
THERE'S
NEAR NEW 3-bedroom brick in
WANTED: Responsible adult to SET OF World Book Encyclo- North Hills Subdivision. Will
A HOLE
deliver Sunday Courier-Journal pedia, new edition. Like new. rent for $100.00 per month or
FOR
YOU,
Phone
753-8409.
0-26-C will sell for $13,000.00.
motor route out of Murray.
Profit, approximately $17.50 GOOD MENS
TOO
black suit, size 44 CLAUDE L MILLER, Realtor,
per Sunday. Write David Tho- regular. Also dress
pants, size 753-5064 Phones 753-3059.
mas, P. 0. Box 1255, Paducah, 36-38. Also dreeses, size
•
7-8.
0-26-C
Ky.
0-29-P Reasonable. Phone 753-8671.
•.
0-26-C

A,3

Peanuts®

by Charles M. Schulz

oo sowskare"I Darr
You

11,

Nancy

by Ernie Bushrniller

I

N OWyq

AKE
CHICHUAHUAS
1 - Black Female
1 - Brown Male
1 - Fawn Male
Phone 753-6983

SINGER 78-1 upholstery machine with big motor, clutch
and walking foot. Call 365-372C
evenings or write Steven Wood
ward, 212 Linwood Street, Prin
ceton, Kentucky.
0-26-F

LOST AND FOUND
LOST: Headlight rim and glass
from antique car. If found call
Aubrey Moore 753-5252. 0-24-C
INIRVICOS OPIPOR110
FOR YOUR ALTERATIONS and
REPAIRS or REMODELING
FREE estimates. Call 7534123
or 435-4681.
Nov-11-C

Sears
8miths:1de Manor
Murray, Ky.

Nothing Doing
IMPERIAL BEACH, Calif
(UPI> - Twenty -three-yearold Geryl Sue Clack is the only
WAVE enlisted woman stationed at the Imperial Beach Naval
Air Station. But that doesn't
help any of the sailors also stationed there.
Geryl happens to be married
to Marine S Sgt. Alvis S.
Clack III, who Is going to
school at the Marine Base at
Twentynine Palms. And that's
close enomeh for him to come
home weekends.
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Abbie 'N Slats
T

by R. Van Buren
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YOU'RE(GASP

ROWENA!!_
BUT I WAs EXPECT1N' A PooR,
BENT ClkITTER IN DIRE
NEED 0'NUNN'
‘L'V ACROSS THE
'THRESHOLD!

AB84E- IT'S ROWENA!!
YOUR SiSTER

'IOU SURE KEPT YOUR you THFUL
FIGURE, SISTER. NOW THAT YOU'RE
HOME, _BEST NOT BE ASHAMED
0' YOUR FACE. NONE OF US CAN
STAY YOUNG FOR
.

0 N

BUSH-HOGGING
try the hour 46ji
or acre. Phone 489-3741 in Kirk-

my.

BACK-HOE work. ,Call Billy
Raspberry 492-8660.
0-26-P

•

Now Open
Till
9 O'clock
Friday Nights
NEC

CP., COO

-TorINSURANCE & REAL
ESTATE & MORTGAO
LOANS
SPANN IL WILSON
205 S. 4th
Murray, Ky

•
The next best thing to a new car:
a used car with a 100% ay.grantpe%
CAR-ROLL VW, INC.
coo CKESTNU i STREET
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KENTUCKY 11071

4-Hers
may choose
from over
100
education
learn by doing
opportunities

Lil' Abner

by Al Capp
THOUGHT
ALL I'D HAVE
TO BUY WOULD

14E WAS WILLINGUT THE W.D.A.
OBJECTED!!

BE THE WORLD'S
GREATEST
DIAGNOSTICIAN!!

?
WHAT'S
THAT?

,.
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502 7 38550
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TH E"WORLD DiAGMOS
T1C
ASSOCIATIONfr SO r HAD
CTO BUY THAT- LOCK
STOCK A1410 BARREL!!
40
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TIGERS III.
(Continued From Page II

THE LEDGER & TIMES

Letter To Editor
(Continued From Pars 1)

CHILDREN TO.
(Coreinued From Page 1)

Kirksey WOW Plan
Family Night

MURRAY,

THURSDAY - OCTOBER

ILINTUC1CY

MURRAY HIGH.

24, 19811

Annual Festival
Planned At Hazel

M. B Rogers, prinicpal of (Continued From Page 1)
with Don Shelton Mike Smith send all the Negroes back to traditional Halloween costumes
Hazel Elementary School Will
and Tripp Williams all back Africa and all the Italians back arid visit homes in small, alp- Kirksey Elementary School, has 2.80. Linda Mayberry 2.75, Paula have its annual fall festival
in good condition, the Murray to Italy. Mr. Wallace wants the ervaseri groups. Instead
of announced that the annual Hal- Owen 250. Bill Pasco 30, Esa- the school on Friday,
boys were able to turn in their U.S.A. free of all dark skinned "treats" of candy and apples, loween Carnival will be held at belle Ray 2.75, Jan Reagan 2.50, 25, starting at six p. in. Adbest overall effort of the sea- people. This is not my idea of these children will ask for pen- the school .on Friday, October Kathy
Rowlett
3.0, Edwin mission will be 15 and IS cents.
Fun for the entire family
son
beauty.
nies, nickels and dimes - mo- 25, at six p. in
Schmidt 2.50, Don Shelton 2.50,
The actives will start with Debbie Steele 2.80, Darlene will be held including cake
George Wallace makes a ney to support the work of the
They seem to be in good condition thus week and the boys great point of claiming that Nobel Peace Prise-winning Un- the costume march around the Stuart 2.50, Jennifer Trotter walk, dart game, fish pond, basketball throw, ping pong toss,
realise that onl)- another out- "The streets of Washington, ited Nations Children's Fund. gymn for the best drained per- 2.80. Ernie Williams 3.0
pitch the plate, house of horstanding performance can glve D. C. are not safe to walk at
Juniors
"UNICEF is assisting over sons_ Other activities will be
the
usual carnival
them a win at Hopkinsville.
night". Yet F.B.I. figures show 500 long-range programs in Include
Kern Battle 3.0, Kathy Crider rors, Mc.
A country ham will be given
Hopkiasville has wins over that the murder rate in Wash- over 100 countries," Mrs. Wil- events
2.60, Nancy Sledd 2_60, Jimmie
Refreehments wet be served Staffer 2.60. Molly Stubblefield away at 9:30 p m Crowning
Louisville Thomas Jefferson, ington is 8.6 per 100.000 popu- liam M. Porter. President of loLexington Lafayette and Hend- lation, not far above the 6.1 cal Church Women United. said. and everyone is urged to at- 2.60, Beth Tuck 2.60, Dick West of the Kings and Queens will
be a special event. Hot dogs,
erson; ties with Paducah and per 100.000 national average.
3.0
The UNICEF Trick or Treat- tend.
hamburgers, homemade pie, and
Caldwell County, losses to Mad- But in George Wallaces Birm- ers will be identified by their
Sophomores
David Alexander 2.80, Ann cold drinks will be served at
isonville, Mayfield and Clarks- ingham, the murder rate is 12.4 official collection box: an orBattle 3.0, Mike Boyd 260, Har- six p. m
vi/le, Tenn.. all who are among per 100,000.
ange and black container with
Gerald Coles, PTA president,
the states top-ranked teams.
I think people should stop 3 small symbol of a mother and
old Doran 2.80, Georgianna Fur.
• ••
gerson 3.0. Richard Hall 3.0. urges everyone to attend.
They have been an up-and-down and think what they really child. "Only children carrying
Nancy Hart 3.0, Ricky' Jones
team all year and the Murray want for America If we want a this carton will be authorized (Continued From Page 1)
2.80, Suzanne Jones 2.80. Freya
coaches and players hope this count!, divided - the Blacks to collect for UNICEF," the
Bill Toomey. a Santa Barceived in Vietnam. and t he
Larson 3.0, Darryel Paschall bara high school teacher,
will be a down week for them. against the Whites, ,the Poor spokesman pointed out. A re- Army Commendation
won
medal for
2.60. Bill Pinkston 3.0, Pat Ry. an
Don Shelton, Bill Pasco, John against the Rich, then maybe presentative from each of the
unprecedented fourth
the performance of exceptionMark Hale and Terry Hari did we should vote for Wallace. If member churches of CWU will ally meritorious service in sup- an 2.60. Jayda Stamm 2.80. Ruth National AAU decathlon.chamTitsworth 30, Alan Weatherly pionship this year.
some fine running last week as we want a country working for be responsible for a group of
port of the United States obdid Charles Brandon on the in- racial equality, for the rural I children and supervisors as- jectives in the counter insur- 2.60
Freshmen
tercepted pass. Hart did a fine poor, for the people in slums signed to a specific area of the gency in the Republic of Viet"WE'RE NO. 1," Richard Nixon tells a throng in Columbus,
Bill Adams 2.64, Steve Beatty
Job of kicking on both the kick- and believe me they're not all community They are as fol- nam.
Nevada has two nicknamesOhio, as he stands with Ohio State grid coach Woody Hayes.
Katie
2.60,
Blalock
3.0,
Luann Silver State and
off and for extra points. Jimmy Negroes as Mr. Wallace would lows:
outstanding
'Through
his
Sagebrush
Etranden's punting was terrific. have us believe) and in the
Mrs. Alfred Lindsey, First professional competence and Brown 2.75, Jamie Brunk 2.81, State.
The blocking and defense of ghettos as well as the affluent Presbyterian: Mrs. Bill Garland, devotion to duty, he consistent- Monty Cathy 2.56, Jan Clark 3.0,
the entire line was good and society, then my opimon i s North Pleasant Grove Cumber- ly obtained superior results Ann Cooper 2.60. Sarah Cooper
showed a real fine effort by all -Keep America Beautiful, Don't land Presbyterian; Mrs. Bill working long and arduous 2.50, Ronnie Dunn 2.56. John
players according to the coach- vote for George Wallace!!
Daugherty. Goshen United Me- hours. and he set an example Engle 2.81, Leah Fulton 2.80,
Anita Jackson
es. The team is working hard
thodist: Miss Kathleen Patter- that inspired his associates to David Hughes 2.78. Debbie Lee
123 Spruce Street son, First United Methodist; strive for maximum achieve- 2.60, Vicki Lowery 2.60, Dan
on offensive timing and also
Luther 2.78. Karen McGary 2.60,
Murray, Ky.
on the defense they will use.
Mrs. Arlo Sprunger, Immanuel ment.
Allen McKee] 2.81. Cindy ParkA lot of time is being given
Lutheran; Mrs
Michael J.
-The loyalty, initiative, and
to theta paccing game this
Steczak, St. John's Episcopal; will to succeed, his personal er 2.60, Lyn Reagan 2.50, Gail
Russell 3.0, Bruce Scott 3.0,
week.
Mrs. Bailey Gore, First Christ- bravery and devotion to duty
Mary Ann Taylor 2.60.
Game time in Hopkinsville is
ian; and Mrs. Desire McGhee, that he demonstrated at all
Oh Grade
8 o'clock and a large group of
St. John's Baptist.
times materially contributed to
Debra Adams 2.90, Mark
fans is expected to follow the
The UNICEF Trick or Treat- the successful accomplishment
Compton 2.75, Bill Farris 2.82,
Four students from Murray'ers will be making their door
team there. Student tickets
of the mission of this command. Ted Forrest 2.82. Kevin Fowler
have been on sale today and have been chosen by Robert E. to door collections on October
"His performance was in the 2.80. Benjie Glunt 2.78, Nancy
will be tomorrow at the school Johnson, director of MSI: dra- 30th and 31st.
best traditions of the United Herndon 2.90, Chuck Hussung
ma.
for
"The
Servant
of
Two
for 50c. All tickets will be $1.50
States Army, and reflects great 2.80, George Landoll 3.0, Celia
Masters." They are Ada Sue
at the gate at Hopkinsville.
credit upon himself, his unit, Larson 2.73, Larry Lockhart 3.0.
Hutson, Steve Howard. Bobby
the 25th Infantry Division and Patsy Mathis 2.89. Marsha OutDodd, and Gary Adams
the Military Service", the com- land 2.67, Barbara Pace 2.56.
Miss Hutson. daughter of M.
mendation citation from his Jimmy Pasco 2 75, Bob Pinkand Mrs. Dan Hutson of 709
commanding officers read.
ston
3.0, Ellen Quertermous
Olive Street, is a freshman maSP4 Childress was also a- 2.67, Nancy Spann 2.73, Penny
joring in drama and speech.
warded the Good Conduct Me- Terhune 3.0. Dean Willis 3.0,
Alm° Elementary School's an- She
is pledging Sigma Sigma
Russell E. Howard, son of Mr.
dal just before leaving Fort Joyce Wooden 2.78.
nual fall festival will be held
Sigma social sorority
and Mrs. W. Rudolph Howard,
at the school Oil Friday. OctoLewis. Washington
7th Grade
Howard is a sophomore dra- Williams Avenue. Murray, was
ber 25. with the doors to open
Maggie Battle 3.0. Corby
ma major. He is the on of initiated into the Auburn Chapat six p m
Boles 2.60, Kay Suite 2.80, PhylMr. and Mrs. Robert Howardh ter of Phi Eta Sigma fraternity,
Highlight of the evening will
lis Budzko 2.60, Cynthia CarpenUniversity, Auburn,
and is married to the former Auburn
be
ter 2.80. Donna Cole 3.0, Debbie
of .he King and
Ala., on Monday. October 21.
Mary Jane Bidwell.
Queens of the school
Dodd 2.80. Mary Alice Doran
Ella!
Howard attained a scholastic
Dodd, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ora& has a candidate for the
2.80. Marcia Fielder 2.60, Nancy
average of 2.50 out of a posJack
Dodd
of
Route
5,
is
a
Fall
Festival
at
junNew
Time
AT THE COMMAND POST - Lt. Cal Weldon W. Cute (right) briefs his staff
honors and voting will be cornGarnsqn 2.80, Susan Hainsworth
plated that night with the win- ior majoring in drama and Eng- sible 3.00 to become eligible' Concord School has been set 3.0. Alan Jones 2.60. Vicki Kat
during Joint
ise BOLD SHOT/BRIMFIRE 1-69. Colonel Cuta is commanding ofmembership in the frestel bar Friday. October 25. with the
for
lish.
ners announced.
barer 3.0, Cathy Mitchell 3.0,
ficer of the 2d Battalion, 504th Infantry. 52d Airborne Division. The Colonel's unit
honor moiety at Auburn' activities to start at 6:30 p. in.
man
Adams
is
the
son
of
Mr.
and
The various games for thei
Tnna Nolin 3.0. Beverly Parker
formed the bulk of the Army element during the joint exercise.
University.
Entertainment for the entire
faitival will be featured aidi Mrs. Rubin Adams of Route 5.
3.0. Tonya Reeder 2.80, Susan
Yeaman.
James
0.
faculty
ad-,
family will be featured includsandwiches homemade pie, and!He is a freshman physics major.
Scarbrough 2.50. Selwyn Schultz
The comedy will be stagcd viser, in a letter to Mr. and ing fish pond, bingo, candy 3.0.
cold
Elizabeth Sims 30. Guy
c/:-""*"°111 be served'
Mrs. Howard, said that require-' store, toy walk, dart board, golf
4.11
.
.
11 .
1 "IMMO'
1.11W 01M. IMMO
November
14-16.
0VOW 0•IIMD*0•4=1.0
flmoss. imw 41.111,
.
The public is invited to atStinson 2.80, Scott Willis 2.80,
ments for membership in this' ball throwing, monkey tree, etc.
Melanie Wilson 260.
organization are very high mod
Country music will be by lok is the greatest scholastic dis- cal talent Sandwiches and cold
Germans Lead
tinction a freshman can attain.
the
In Dwelt Trade
Yeanan said only about three. caf
en foinr
serv
ng
ne vota
nks
eriawWThe
driet
e HOMECOMINfi
THE HAGUE 'UPI , - West
• •
per cent of the men in the Au- he
kinid
g, and queen contest will oe
Germany in 1967 kept Its poKirksey Camp No. 170 Wood- burn freshman class are hon(Continued From Pees 1)
sition as Holland's leading men of the World will hold its
ored each year with memberSchool officials urge each one
customer. with 26 1 per cent annual family night picnic Satship in Phi Eta Sigma
to attend.
bord luncheon is expected to
of Dutch exports going :here. urday. October 26.
beginning
Howard is a graduate of Murdraw more than 600 people.
compared with 26.9 per cent in at 6 30 pm in
the Kirksey ray High School and completed
Tickets are $2 each and reser1966. The Belgium-Luxembourg School
NOW YOU KNOW
cafeteria.
his freshman year at Auburn
vations are being taken in the
Economic Union was second
Entertainment will be held University.
alumni office at the university
with 14.7 per cent in 1967
by United Press International
Each of the women is asked to
until noon Thursday.
compared with 15.1 per cent in
Flagstaff. Anz, got its name
bring
a
dessert.
All
other
food
1966.
Other activities on Homecomwhen lumberjacks celebrating
rnd
drinks
will
be
furnished
West Germany also was the
ing Day include an alumni rethe
4th
of
July,
1876,
nailed
by
a
the
Camp
Texas farmers in 1967 inleading supplier of goods to
gistration from 9 a.m. to noon
All Woodmen and their fami- vested nearly $19 million for U.S flag to the top of a tall
Holland, accounting for 25.4
and an Alumni Association
pine
and
called the unnamed
lies are invited.
chemical weed control in crops
per cent of Dutch imports
board of directors meeting a.
settlement "Flagstaff."
1030 a.m Both will be held
in the student union building.
'69 Impala Custom Coupe
Additional highlight of the
day will be the special halftime
recognition of the 1937 SIAA
championship football team.
They will be Introduced and
presented with- a momento-try
John Gregory. president of the
Thoroughbred Club, and Dr.
'parks
Earlier in the day, at 10:30
a.m.. members of the 1937 team
will he the honored guests at a
coffee and reunion in the Carr
Health Building.
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Film
Be Fe
Of Sch

The film '
The World '
shown Sunday
27, at the seco
School of We
First Christian
Members of
gregations are
fort to better
nature of the
in which we 1
sponses the r
should make tc
the world, a
"New Forms 0
theme of the
held on con:
evenings.
Following thi
will divide ii
groups, in ord
discuss the filn
highs into two
ion leaders fo
dude: Joe Br
Seater, Paul
Harry Sparks,:
therly and Fre
J. D. Teitloff
Mrs. William P
Duncan, and Ji
er and Mrs. W.
Classes on th
so provided ft
and Elementar
addition, there
kindergartners,
for a nursery.
Mrs. James
is the Director
which is stone
lowing congrai
uel Lutheran,
First Presbyteri
Methodist, St.
and St. Leo's
The School
October 20, an
on Sunday, No
sessions are opr
and there is tx

Murrayans Named
For MSU Comedy

Russell E. Howard
Initiated Into
Honor Fraternity

Alrno School Plans
For Fall Festival

Fall Festival At
Concord On Friday

j

•

Kirksey School To
Hold Carnival

CRIS

INDIANAPOLIS
UPI
-The STP-turtiocar made only
one run In Indianapolis 500
competition but the controversial race car established 17
track records In its 1967 appearance.

Three The
Reported'
• Police Dei

•
It

9 pieces of "finger lickin' good" chicken.
Serves 3 to 5 hungry folks.

FRIDAY ONLY

Two automobi
a stolen bicycle
to the Murray
meat on Thursc
Holmes Dunn
1216 Street re;
boys bicycle, gr
sna seat, was St
ray High Soho
received In
4:49 p.m.
At five pm.
rubs of White
State .Universit
that one tape ca:
five tapes were
car parked in 1
of White Hall. 7
player in the ca
ken, according t
port.
Jimmy Maye
ville, a Murray
student, notifit
night at 6:30 p
recorder and six
had been stolen
2 1968 Pontiac.

Brother C
Woman S

Just sitting there,this'69 Chevrolet can do
four things competitive cars can't:
It can wash its headlights.
It can apply liquid tire chain to
it.. rear wheels.
It can silently defog or defrost
the rear window.
It can keep you cool or warm
automatically with Cornfortron the self-adjusting air-conditioning
system.
And once you've added all these
wonderful devices to a new Chevrolet, you just can't imagine why

would give a second thought
to a second-place car.
The headlight washers and liquid
tire chain for traction on slippery
roads are operated at the touch of
a button from the driver's seat. So
is the silent new rear-window defroster. Invisible ceramic strips on
the glass heat up to keep the window clear.
Also available: Chevrolet's Light
Monitoring System that lets you
anyone

know from inside if all your outside
lights are working, full four-speaker
stereo, a smooth 3-speed Turbo
Hydra-matic transmission. All in a
car made quieter, made stronger,
made more comfortable. Now at
your Chevrolet dealer's.
We've said it before, and we'll say
it again.
Match this, you
other '69s!
MOW
Patting yes first, keeps us first

411
o#.
TWO MILESTONES Dr. Willnim D. Coolidge. "father- of
the modern X-ray tube that
transformed X-ray from an
uncertain practice to a precise 'medical tool, looks at
his invention at his home in
Schenectady, N.Y. It was 50
years ago that the GE acien•
tist received the first patent,
mid it was 95 years ago that
he wio lx,rn
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We fix Sunday dinner seven

days a week.

COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

NOW YOU

Kentucky fried ekieken.
1113 SYCAMORE

MURRAY, KY
.41111•110
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Funerai servi
(Boots) Burgess,
Eugene Scott o
held Thursday
the
Hopkins-fl
Chapel, Clinton
Burgess. age
Route Three d
his home
Survivors are
mas Burgess.
James M Burge:
ton Route Threr
Mrs Scott of Mu
Davis of Fort V.
Mm Albert DON
several nieces
Rev. Tommie
iated at the sen
was in the Shil,

